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Introduction:  

China as partner, competitor and 

rival amid Covid-19 

JOHN SEAMAN 

FRENCH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (IFRI) 

As Europe struggles with an existential crisis brought on by Covid-19, the 

complexities of its relations with China are on full display. While the crisis itself 

is unprecedented in many ways, it is also the first time that China has figured so 

prominently on an issue of such immediately critical importance to European 

citizens, governments, and the European project more broadly. As such, China 

has become a conspicuous part of public and policy debates around Covid-19 

across much of the continent. The way that relations with China evolve over the 

course of the current crisis, and the debate around these relations, will more than 

likely have a lasting effect on the Europe-China relationship, long after the crisis 

has subsided. To begin to understand the dynamics at play, the chapters in this 

report provide country-specific analysis on these shifting relations within the 

context of Covid-19. They also seek to provide some indication of the broader 

impact on bilateral relations and their trajectories.   

Before the crisis hit, relations with China had already grown more complex. 

What were largely commercially-driven relations a decade ago have now become 

more diverse, more (geo)political and more contested, as China’s interests in 

Europe have grown considerably and China itself has become more competitive 

and more globally ambitious.1 Just over one year ago, in March 2019, the 

European Commission and the External Action Service characterized China as a 

partner, a competitor and a systemic rival. The chapters that follow attest to the 

veracity of this multi-faceted formula when it comes to Europe’s relations with 

___________ 

1. Over the last five years, the European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC), which has put together 

the current report, has been analysing these changes through country-specific lenses in its annual 

reports – mapping Europe-China relations (2015), and looking at specific issues such as the “Belt and 

Road” (2016), Chinese investment (2017), political values (2018), and the US-China rivalry (2019 – 

published in January 2020) and their broader implications for Europe and its relations with China.   

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/communication-eu-china-a-strategic-outlook.pdf
https://www.merics.org/sites/default/files/2018-03/ETNC_2015_web_final.pdf
https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Europe_and_Chinas_New_Silk_Roads_0.pdf
https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Europe_and_Chinas_New_Silk_Roads_0.pdf
https://www.ifri.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/etnc_reports_2017_final_20dec2017.pdf
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/research/asia/full-report-web-version_updated_2019.pdf
http://www.realinstitutoelcano.org/wps/wcm/connect/82e36c36-03a1-40f2-81a0-9a78ea6dfa95/ETNC-Europe-in-the-face-of-US-China-rivalry.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=82e36c36-03a1-40f2-81a0-9a78ea6dfa95
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China on and around Covid-19. This was already supposed to be a defining year 

for Europe-China relations. Critical decisions are slated to be made on questions 

such as 5G licensing rules in Europe and a bilateral investment agreement 

between China and the EU, while in September 27 European heads of state and 

government are meant to sit down, for the first time collectively, with their 

Chinese counterpart in Leipzig, Germany. Now, 2020 is shaping up to be decisive 

on an even broader range of issues.   

What this report is, and what it isn’t 

This report seeks to identify and underline key developments in bilateral relations 

between China and a wide range of European countries, and to highlight debates 

that these relations inspire across Europe within the context of the evolving 

health crisis. It is a collection of independent analyses from 19 countries meant 

to compare notes on country-level experiences and build on the annual reports 

of the European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC).  

The goal here is not to be exhaustive or definitive – indeed, the crisis is still 

unfolding across much of Europe and the globe, and the potential for change is 

still great. Rather, this report offers a marker in time and a window into some of 

the issues that will become increasingly important in Europe-China relationships 

in light of Covid-19. 

Moreover, views from certain key partners in Europe are notably missing 

(including, for instance, Ireland, Croatia, or even non-EU member states in the 

Balkans). In particular, this report could be supplemented by an all-important 

analysis of interactions between European Union institutions and China on Covid-

19. This would be particularly significant given the debate around European unity 

and the visibility of European officials such as the Commission president, Ursula 

von der Leyen, and the high representative, Josep Borrell, on China-related 

issues during the crisis. Recent media reports2 have moreover revealed the 

pressures that China has placed on EU officials during the crisis, which also serve 

to highlight frictions within the EU over how to approach China. Furthermore, 

while it strives for objectivity, the report also takes a decidedly European point 

of view. Comparing the analyses below with similar analyses from a Chinese 

perspective on Europe-China relations would also be instructive. 

___________ 

2. See for instance reports in the New York Times, Politico and the Financial Times on 24 and 25 April. 

https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/china/76401/eu-hrvp-josep-borrell-coronavirus-pandemic-and-new-world-it-creating_en
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/24/world/europe/disinformation-china-eu-coronavirus.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/25/china-put-pressure-on-eu-to-soften-coronavirus-disinformation-report-207797
https://www.ft.com/content/a2f66f6a-50cb-46fe-a160-3854e4702f1c
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Key observations, and questions to explore further 

The Covid-19 crisis has hit at a time when debates over the need to adopt more 

coherent strategies towards China have been emerging across Europe. In many 

ways, the current crisis has become a catalyst for a number of trends that have 

been shaping Europe-China relations in recent years, while in other ways it has 

turned the tables. It has simultaneously brought Europe and China into closer 

cooperation, pushed them further apart, and seemingly underlined the fractures 

that exist within Europe on how to approach an increasingly influential China. 

 Covid-19 crisis assistance has been mutual, and 
commercial exchanges in medical supplies from 
China to Europe have far exceeded aid volumes.  

Many European countries were quick to organize support for China as the 

coronavirus emerged in Wuhan, with EU officials noting aid deliveries of over 50 

tonnes of medical supplies in January. Europe’s messaging at the time was largely 

muted, according to reports, out of respect for Chinese requests to maintain a 

low profile.  

In turn, Chinese assistance has arrived from multiple sources, including 

various levels of the Chinese government, state-owned enterprises, private 

companies, foundations, as well as connections resulting from local Chinese 

communities in Europe. Sister-city arrangements and the various local 

government connections made as a result of decentralized diplomacy are another 

feature noted in a number of chapters below. In many instances, there is also a 

correlation between Chinese companies with commercial interests in the country 

and donations from these companies, as noted in the cases of Greece, Hungary, 

Italy, Portugal and Spain, for instance. There are also notable similarities across 

a number of countries, where aid provided from China has been accompanied by 

messages tailored to local audiences – be they celebrated Portuguese poets or 

the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle.  

China has organized a number of video conferences with governments and 

health experts across Europe to share information about its experiences in 

fighting Covid-19, particularly related to medical and scientific aspects of 

combating the virus. It is worth noting that the first video conference was set up 

with Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries – including non-EU member 

states – that make up the so-called “17+1”, with the interesting addition of Malta, 

on 13 March. The conference preceded those with other European counterparts 

by one week. One hypothesis behind this scheduling (see the chapter on Latvia) 

is that Beijing sought to provide CEE countries with a tangible deliverable of the 

17+1 format that, for many participating governments, is losing its appeal. 

https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/topnews/M-004589
https://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_how_the_coronavirus_threatens_a_geopolitical_europe?fbclid=IwAR38xTw3GFDyoHDSma7ukuBAH932LykpdiLrhSVXz_n8mM3k3qVE5CdNLMM
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While aid and “mask diplomacy” has been a key feature of the discussion, it 

is important to note that commercial deliveries of medical supplies from China 

have far exceeded aid volumes. While instances of defective supplies from China 

have also entered the discussion, this does not seem to have fundamentally 

altered the debate (see for example the case of Spain). Privileged access to 

Chinese suppliers as a result of high-level political contacts or “strategic 

partnerships” has also become a talking point for many European national 

governments, from Germany to Poland to the Czech Republic.  

 China’s public diplomacy has gone into overdrive. 
It appears well coordinated, with varying degrees 
of dogmatism, divisiveness and moderation.  

Chinese embassies and ambassadors across Europe have become highly visible, 

both on social media and in traditional media, as the Covid-19 crisis has expanded 

across the continent. Some Chinese official social media accounts were only 

created in the last year and have become active during the current crisis.  

Drawing from the chapters below, key messages tend to fall into four 

categories: 1) highlighting solidarity and aid; 2) calling for international unity; 3) 

promoting China’s fight against Covid-19 as a success story, and in some cases 

(for instance in France) blaming Western democracies for their poor management 

or even responsibility in the spread of the pandemic; 4) countering narratives 

critical of China, including through sowing doubt about the origins of Covid-19.  

While China’s increasingly proactive public diplomacy is widespread, and 

there appears to be a relative degree of consistency in messaging, there is a 

diversity in method that ranges from low key (see Latvia or Romania) to charm 

offensive (see Poland, Portugal, Italy or Spain) to provocative or aggressive (see 

Sweden, Germany or France). The degree of variation is worth considering 

further. Could this be due, for instance, to different styles or ways of thinking 

within the Chinese foreign ministry or Party-state apparatus more broadly, or 

does it reflect a consciously constructed approach formulated on a reading of 

target audiences and the state of bilateral relations with each country? 

Some countries (for example France and Germany) have pushed back on the 

more provocative elements of China’s messaging by summoning the Chinese 

ambassador and/or making public statements that serve to challenge the Chinese 

narrative.   

https://www.ui.se/butiken/uis-publikationer/ui-brief/2019/chinas-propaganda-campaign-in-sweden-20182019/
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 Relations with China amid Covid-19 have fuelled 
internal political discord in some countries, while 
also highlighting divisions within Europe.  

The cases of Italy and the Czech Republic are illustrative of how, in some 

countries in Europe, relations with China have become an important, even 

divisive topic of political debate. Still, these cases do not appear to be the rule 

across Europe, or at least not yet. The political ramifications of the crisis brought 

on by Covid-19 are far from clear, but the populist politics that have swept Europe 

in recent years is not likely to disappear, and may rather be strengthened, 

particularly if the severe economic crisis proves protracted.  

Already, China’s assistance in fighting Covid-19, particularly in early to mid-

March, as the virus was breaking out on the continent, was seen by some to 

provide a stark contrast to the inaction and lack of unity within Europe at the 

time. It is not the first time that China has been used as a domestic political lever 

against the European project and it is likely that it will not be the last. As noted 

in the chapter on Portugal, for instance, Covid-19 has served to highlight Europe’s 

North-South divide in the minds of many, giving a sense of “déjà-vu” from the 

saga that resulted from the 2008 financial crisis. At the same time, Covid-19 has 

also sparked xenophobia and anti-Chinese sentiment in Europe as well (the point 

is illustrated in the case of Italy, for instance) that could further drive right-wing 

populist narratives (see for instance the case of Vox in Spain).  

In effect, China’s actions towards Europe in this time of crisis and 

disagreements within Europe over how to manage relations with Beijing, could 

further amplify the fractures across the continent. At the same time, it cannot be 

excluded that, as time wears on, China will prove a catalyst for the emergence 

of a more “geopolitical Europe”. As China has recently been a spark for common 

European initiatives on issues such as investment screening, 5G and industrial 

policy, it could also prove to be an external factor in fuelling collective European 

action in a post-Covid-19 world. 

 Is a rebalancing of Europe’s relations with China  
in the making? 

As many of the chapters in this report have shown, necessity has proven to be a 

powerful driver in promoting cooperation with China in the fight against Covid-

19. Even countries that have seen their relations with China sour in recent years 

have found a reason to strengthen those relations in a time of crisis. For many 

governments in Europe, the mid-term solution to the Covid-19 crisis (and the 

longer-term prevention of similar outbreaks) must pass through multilateral 

action, which highlights China’s role as a partner and further necessitates a 
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degree of cooperation, despite the concerns that have been raised over China’s 

growing influence in international institutions such as the World Health 

Organization (WHO). Whereas the age of “naiveté” towards China may be 

declared over, this does not mean that China won’t be a partner in dealing with 

important global issues. At the same time, China’s emphasis on a “Health silk 

road”, which was originally proposed in 2015 but has taken on added visibility 

amid the current crisis, could complicate matters. Even among countries such as 

Italy, which signed a Memorandum of Understanding with China on its Belt and 

Road Initiative in 2019, issues such as data privacy regarding healthcare will 

prove to be important roadblocks. 

Indeed, the chapters in this report also indicate that more contentious, 

structural issues, including some that have been exacerbated by Covid-19, loom 

around the corner. Already, some, for example Germany and Sweden, have 

moved to strengthen investment screening measures out of concerns that 

foreign, particularly Chinese firms may seek to take advantage of Europe’s 

economic distress to acquire strategic assets. This demonstrates a persistent 

level of wariness and distrust of China in many corners of Europe.  

Dependence on China for medical supplies, now clearly demonstrated as 

being a strategic sector, has also become a topic of debate in much of Europe. 

In the wake of this crisis, Europe will have to engage in further conceptual 

discussions on the nature and terms of dependence in strategic industries, and 

this will also necessitate a debate on the nature of Europe’s relationship with 

China.    

Finally, US-China frictions have not been absent from the Covid-19 crisis in 

Europe (as well as at the multilateral level, for instance within the G7). European 

countries have resisted the confrontational language and stance of the Trump 

administration, particularly on Covid-19, but this does not mean that US 

diplomatic pressure has not been prevalent in some countries, as shown in the 

case of Romania and the Netherlands. In Sweden as well, American and Chinese 

diplomats have been trading barbs over the responsibility for the crisis. As 

examined in ETNC’s latest report on Europe in the face of US-China rivalry, US-

China frictions will be a structural factor weighing on Europe’s relations with China 

as it seeks to forge a balance of interests in dealing with the post-Covid-19 

challenges to come.  

 

http://www.realinstitutoelcano.org/wps/wcm/connect/82e36c36-03a1-40f2-81a0-9a78ea6dfa95/ETNC-Europe-in-the-face-of-US-China-rivalry.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=82e36c36-03a1-40f2-81a0-9a78ea6dfa95


Austria: A non-confrontational 

road to European economic 

sovereignty? 

LUCAS ERLBACHER  

AUSTRIAN INSTITUTE FOR EUROPEAN AND SECURITY POLICY (AIES) 

While the Covid-19 crisis has not induced a restructuring of Sino-Austrian 

relations, it might intensify Austria’s European engagement regarding China. The 

rather non-confrontational position held by the Chinese embassy in Austria has 

been matched by Austria’s perpetuation of its longstanding policy of neutrality. 

Yet, in parallel to its conciliatory stance toward China, the Austrian government 

has begun to take concrete measures to protect European interests.  

China’s official messaging: more classical,  
less confrontational than elsewhere in Europe 

Over the course of the Covid-19 crisis, the Alpine Republic, and later China, have 

provided mutual assistance to one another by way of personal protection 

equipment (PPE) shipments. Donations have been made by the respective 

governments and by private actors, such as Austria’s Chinese community, 

Chinese companies with business interests in Austria and vice versa.  

China’s PPE donations to Austria have further been accompanied by a 

comprehensive communication campaign. However, compared to other European 

countries, such as France, the discourse of the Chinese embassy in Austria has 

so far been less confrontational. In Austria, activity on Twitter from official 

Chinese accounts has predominantly persisted in what Alžběta Bajerová defines 

as the Chinese way: “[…] re-writing the reality with positive news”. The reason 

for this may lie in the largely non-confrontational attitude of China’s ambassador 

to Austria compared to some Chinese ambassadors in other European countries. 

Nevertheless, the Chinese embassy in Austria has sought to adapt China’s 

official narrative to the Austrian context. In this regard, the Twitter accounts of 

the Chinese ambassador and of the Chinese embassy in Austria have been 

https://www.lexpress.fr/actualite/societe/sante/l-ambassade-de-chine-en-france-suggere-a-son-tour-une-origine-americaine-au-covid-19_2121759.html
https://chinaobservers.eu/china-is-learning-the-russian-way-of-disinformation-on-covid-19/
https://ceias.eu/chinas-confrontational-diplomacy-in-the-new-era/
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increasingly used to relay China’s perspective, as well as to respond to specific 

developments in Austria. In that regard, China’s official communication in Austria 

aimed first at minimizing the consequences of the Covid-19 crisis for China and 

subsequently at portraying donations as a sign of solidarity and deepening 

cooperation between both countries. The Chinese ambassador, Li Xiaosi, notably 

promoted during ‘donation ceremonies’ the contributions made by the Chinese 

community as well as Chinese companies to Austria. While these contributions 

seem to have emerged organically, they have been incorporated into China’s 

public diplomacy campaign.  

Furthermore, analogous to previous cases of Chinese foreign aid, China’s 

communication campaign has also focused on its domestic audience. In Austria, 

the Chinese embassy has distributed masks to Chinese students via the local 

Chinese Students and Scholars Associations. China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

portrayed this as an initiative by the CCP’s Central Committee, which may be 

viewed as a bid to foster political support from Chinese students abroad. 

Furthermore, as for other European countries, expressions of gratitude by 

Austrian officials for Chinese PPE donations have been widely propagated in 

Chinese media. 

Between Austria’s noticeable silence on China  
and its push for greater European autonomy 

Contrary to the increased engagement of Chinese diplomats, the Austrian 

government has distinguished itself through its noticeable silence toward China. 

It is noteworthy that the call between Chancellor Sebastian Kurz and Premier Li 

Keqiang on 27 March was widely publicized by China through an official statement 

and several social-media posts, while the Austrian government did not mention 

it. Furthermore, the Austrian economy minister Margarete Schramböck abstained 

from openly singling out China when confronted with reports of deficiencies in 

the quality of mask imports from China. Austria’s reticence symbolizes the 

continuation of a policy of neutrality regarding US-China rivalry.1 This is further 

exemplified by the announcement that telecom providers in Austria will be able 

to choose whether to employ Huawei or not in the country’s 5G roll-out. 

Furthermore, similar to how economic dependence has pressured European 

governments to adopt an accommodating stance towards China, Austria’s 

___________ 

1. Adam Urosevic, “Austria and the growing US-Chinese rivalry: from cold-war neutrality to European 

Solidarity?”, in Mario Esteban and Miguel Otero (eds.), “Europe in the Face of US-China Rivalry”, 

Report by European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC), January 2020, p. 35-38. 

https://twitter.com/li_xiaosi/status/1248557005213753352
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2015/10/08/the-domestic-controversy-over-chinas-foreign-aid-and-the-implications-for-africa/
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/wjbxw_673019/t1765277.shtml
https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-special-report-update-short-assessment-of-narratives-and-disinformation-around-the-covid-19-pandemic/
https://www.guancha.cn/internation/2020_03_25_543718.shtml
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1763048.shtml
https://www.kleinezeitung.at/wirtschaft/5795804/Produktion-in-Oesterreich_Vorarlberger-Firmen-erzeugen-jetzt
https://www.kleinezeitung.at/wirtschaft/5795804/Produktion-in-Oesterreich_Vorarlberger-Firmen-erzeugen-jetzt
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000116034572/5g-ausbau-regierung-legt-kein-veto-gegen-huawei-ein
https://www.merics.org/en/blog/exposure-china-reality-check
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dependence on Chinese PPE imports2 is likely to have participated in shaping the 

Austrian government’s conciliatory stance towards China during the Covid-19 

crisis.  

However, this diplomatic silence is contrasted by the Austrian government’s 

push for greater autonomy in the procurement of pharmaceutical products. In 

this context, Austria, collectively with other European countries, welcomed the 

EU Commission’s new industrial strategy, echoing its call to reduce the external 

dependence of European value chains to ensure common sovereignty. 

Furthermore, following the EU Commission’s guidelines on reinforcing FDI 

screening regulations, which were published on 25 March, during the Covid-19 

crisis, the Austrian minister of the economy announced comprehensive 

investment control measures directed at protecting critical infrastructure. In 

conclusion, although the current crisis has not led to a major reversal of Austria’s 

rather neutral stance toward China, it might reveal itself as a catalyst for an 

invigorated protection of European interests in the future. 

 

___________ 

2. According to an article by the research platform, Addendum, 18 of 19 cargo flights transporting 

medical supplies to Austria between the 27 March and 10 April came from China.  

https://www.bmdw.gv.at/Presse/AktuellePressemeldungen/Pharmabranche-Corona.html
https://www.bmdw.gv.at/Presse/AktuellePressemeldungen/Industriestrategie-EU-Kommission.html
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2020/march/tradoc_158676.pdf
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2020/march/tradoc_158676.pdf
https://www.sn.at/wirtschaft/oesterreich/neuer-anlauf-fuer-schutz-von-firmen-gegen-auslands-uebernahmen-86078275
https://www.addendum.org/coronavirus/chinas-corona-hilfe/


Bulgaria: Limited dependence on 

medical supplies from China,  

but proactive Chinese public 

diplomacy 

VELINA TCHAKAROVA1  

AUSTRIAN INSTITUTE FOR EUROPEAN AND SECURITY POLICY (AIES) 

PLAMEN TONCHEV 

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS (IIER) 

 

China has offered assistance to Bulgaria amid the Covid-19 pandemic and is 

retooling this aid to serve its public diplomacy. However, Chinese donations are 

considerably smaller than the volume and value of medical equipment 

commercially obtained from Chinese producers. Furthermore, Bulgaria is 

considering either diversifying its sources of medical supplies or boosting the local 

production of relevant items.  

Cooperation between Bulgaria and China  
on the Covid-19 pandemic 

At the initial stage of the outbreak in Hubei province, Bulgarian government 

officials expressed sympathy to China. However, two months later, closer 

cooperation was necessitated by the spread of the pandemic into Europe. On 18 

March 2020, Bulgarian prime minister Boyko Borisov and Li Keqiang spoke by 

phone and the Chinese premier stated that Beijing stood ready to help by sharing 

its containment experience with Sofia, and facilitating the purchase of Chinese 

personal protective equipment (PPE) and medical supplies by Bulgaria. 

It is in this context that 12,000 disposable masks and 2,000 special masks 

were donated to Bulgaria by the Government of Jiangxi Province and the China-

Europe Association for Economic and Technical Cooperation. In addition, Chinese 

___________ 

1. The authors express their warm gratitude to Mariana Trifonova, Senior Analyst at the Economic 

Policy Institute in Sofia, for her suggestions and comments on the report. 

https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202003/30/WS5e812e01a310128217282d4f.html
https://www.gov.bg/bg/prestsentar/novini/ministar-predsedatelyat-boyko-borisov-razgovarya-s-kitayskiya-premier-li-katsyan
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assistance has included the donation of an undisclosed amount of masks, goggles 

and gloves, delivered on 16 April 2020. Huawei Technologies Bulgaria Ltd. has 

also donated 150,000 masks to the Bulgarian Red Cross. Notably, a small amount 

of masks, gloves and protective suits have been donated by the ‘Chinese 

community in Bulgaria’ to four hospitals.  

With regard to purchases, Bulgaria’s government has placed orders for 

approximately 1.2 million KN95 disposable masks worth EUR 1.4 million and 50 

respirators at the cost of EUR 1.5 million, with relevant resources provided by 

the EU through the European Regional Development Fund. Another contract 

relates to the purchase of 1 million KN95 masks worth EUR 1.7 million. The 

government has decided to shoulder the transportation cost of commercially 

obtained supplies and donations from China. Two draft contracts with China's 

National Pharmaceutical Corporation for Foreign Trade have been approved for 

the delivery of: (i) more than 170,000 packs of Hydroxychloroquine Sulfate 100 

mg tablets worth nearly USD 600,000, and (ii) 30,000 packs of Azithromycin 250 

mg dispersible tablets worth some USD 46,000. 

Experts from the Bulgarian Health Ministry took part in a 17+1 video 

conference on 13 March 2020 aimed at sharing China’s containment experience, 

but the event was hardly covered by the local media. While China’s expertise in 

combating the pandemic has definitely been seen as useful, the most commonly 

referenced models in Bulgaria are South Korea, Germany and Israel. 

Bulgaria does not depend exclusively on China as a source of pandemic-

related equipment. The government is in the process of ordering 30,000 real-

time test kits from South Korea, while other supplies are expected from Turkey, 

Qatar, Vietnam and India. Bulgaria also aims at partially meeting the domestic 

demand for PPE for frontline medics by swiftly mobilising local apparel and textile 

companies. In addition, the shortage of medical supplies, e.g. protective masks 

and clothing, in Europe is seen as an opportunity for the Bulgarian industrial 

sector, with a number of European countries seeking diversification. This is why 

Bulgaria is planning to participate as a supplier in EU procurement deals, as well 

as to revive its pharmaceutical industry.  

China's public diplomacy in Bulgaria 

Beijing has engaged in proactive public diplomacy in Bulgaria, both at the 

intergovernmental level and within the country. Apparently, the Bulgarian-

Chinese Chamber of Commerce is behind the donation by the ‘Chinese 

community’, and there are plans for the provision of future supplies through the 

PRC embassy in Sofia. The Chinese community’s donation has been presented on 

national television. In a TV interview, the Chinese representative acknowledged 

https://www.vesti.bg/temi-v-razvitie/tema-koronavirus/kitajska-firma-dari-150-000-predpazni-maski-na-bchk-6108005
https://www.gov.bg/bg/prestsentar/zasedaniya-na-ms/dneven-red-na-izvanrednoto-zasedanie-na-ministerskiya-savet-na-03-04-2020-g
https://novinite.eu/българия-купува-лекарства-за-covid-19-от-кита/?feed_id=578673&_unique_id=5e8703e1
https://www.standartnews.com/zarazata/kitaytsi-daryavat-na-pirogov-sredstva-sreshchu-virusa-418473.html
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that some Bulgarians viewed the pandemic as a “Chinese virus”, but stated that 

it was not clear where Covid-19 had originated, reiterating a theory favoured by 

some in Beijing that the virus had been fabricated in a laboratory in the United 

States. 

Another TV channel has aired messages of solidarity recorded by Chinese 

citizens. All the speakers are from Chinese educational and cultural institutions, 

including the Confucius Institute in Sofia, with the messages following a common 

template, e.g. “Hold on, Bulgaria” carved along the lines of the “Keep going, 

Wuhan” slogan. 

While the European Commission has approved approximately BGN 4 billion 

(EUR 2 billion) for Bulgaria as contingency EU funding, this fact was not 

extensively covered by the national media, until Radio Free Europe (Svobodna 

Evropa) published a detailed analysis of EU actions in an effort to combat the lack 

of information and even deliberate disinformation. 

Impact of the pandemic on Sino-Bulgarian relations 

The level of awareness about China’s role in the world is relatively low in Bulgaria, 

as there are no historical links between the two nations. Shortly after the Covid-

19 outbreak, elements of prejudice and some anti-Chinese sentiments emerged, 

mostly in the form of reluctance to engage with Chinese nationals or other Asians 

in public spaces. Chinese restaurants were closed even before the state of 

emergency was introduced due to a lack of customers, as people feared they 

might get infected. 

Business and political elites in Bulgaria acknowledge China’s economic 

potential and international standing. At the same time, the volume of China’s 

investment in the country is extremely limited, compared to its investment in 

other EU member states or the 17+1 area. Moreover, the foreign policy and 

security priorities of the current Bulgarian government are determined 

predominantly by its European and transatlantic commitments. So far, the Covid-

19 crisis has not led to a noticeable shift of Bulgaria’s stance in favour of China.

https://www.bnt.bg/bg/a/pomoshch-ot-kitayskata-obshchnost-v-blgariya
https://btvnovinite.bg/bulgaria/kitaj-s-poslanie-kam-balgarite-drazhte-se-obichame-vi.html
https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/30522353.html


Czechia: Covid-19 puts China at 

centre of increasingly divisive 

national debate

RUDOLF FÜRST 

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (IIR) 

The Covid-19 crisis in the Czech Republic has not been nearly as serious as in 

many corners of Europe, in terms of both numbers of infections and deaths. With 

regards to China, the case of Czechia so far demonstrates the current difficulties 

that China faces in improving its soft power, and the uncertain effects of those 

attempts. The Covid-19 pandemic found Czechia unprepared, despite its 

abundant China-critical media that have regularly reported on the severity of the 

situation in China. When the first few cases of infection arrived in early March 

with Czech tourists returning from Italy, the public debate on China was 

preoccupied with the scandal of the Chinese embassy making threats of economic 

retaliation in reaction to the Czech Senate Speaker Jaroslav Kubera’s scheduled 

trip to Taiwan. As a result, the Senate, the opposition parties, and even Premier 

Andrej Babiš himself, called for the replacement of Ambassador Zhang Jianmin.  

Czech aid to China, despite concerns over 
domestic supply 

The first Czech political debates on Covid-19 that appeared with the outbreak of 

the epidemic in China dealt with divergent opinions on the real spread and impact 

of the new disease, which was originally thought to have a similar level of 

mortality as the ordinary flu. The first urgent requests made by Czech state 

institutions and civic groups for medical supplies to be sent to China as it battled 

the epidemic were rejected by Premier Babiš due to limited domestic supply. The 

first humanitarian aid package, which the Czech Republic co-organised and co-

financed together with Austria, Hungary and Slovenia, was shipped through 

Vienna airport directly to Wuhan at the end of January. The donation was co-

organised and co-sponsored by the Office of the President, the Foreign Ministry, 

and corporate providers (Škoda Auto, PPF), and it was additionally supported by 

https://domaci.ihned.cz/c1-66733960-nejvyssi-ustavni-cinitele-odsoudili-cinske-vyhrozovani-odvetnymi-opatrenimi-potvrdili-zajem-rozvijet-s-tchaj-wanem
https://domaci.ihned.cz/c1-66733960-nejvyssi-ustavni-cinitele-odsoudili-cinske-vyhrozovani-odvetnymi-opatrenimi-potvrdili-zajem-rozvijet-s-tchaj-wanem
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2020-03-09/czech-prime-minister-says-chinas-ambassador-should-be-replaced
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an extra state financial aid (CZK 6 million) to the WHO. Donations from Czech 

regional and civic organisations were added to the shipment. 

The Czech government’s turn to China  
meets with local resistance 

However, the outbreak of the infection in Czechia in March suddenly changed the 

situation, as state institutions went on high alert in search of insufficient domestic 

resources for hospitals and healthcare staff. At the onset of the crisis it took 

several days to form the government crisis team of ministers and experts and 

solve the problem of institutional competency and the management of financial 

resources between several ministries.  The shortage of respirators, face masks 

and other medical materials exposed the Ministry of Health to unprecedented 

pressure both within the government and from the opposition.  

In light of the strenuous situation, the Babiš government came together with 

President Zeman and pro-Chinese political and lobby groups, who managed to 

arrange for one month’s worth of Czech state-sponsored rescue supplies by using 

their high-level contacts in China, which helped to rapidly transport the supplies 

to Czechia. This political comeback of the previously denounced pro-Chinese 

lobby, which related to their dealings with the dubious CEFC group, quickly 

elevated the China links to the forefront. Yet, this change of status was met with 

fierce criticism claiming that the delivery was badly organised, that the China-

made materials were unfairly expensive, that their quality and health and safety 

standards  were questionable, and that Premier Babiš, Minister of Interior Jan 

Hamáček, and Minister of Finance Alena Schillerová were shamefully televised 

“kowtowing” to China on the arrival of the first airplane with the urgently needed 

supplies in Prague Airport.  

The Czech government explained the massive supply of medical equipment 

from China but did not highlight China’s crisis management as a suitable model 

for the Czech case. Instead, the tough measures taken in Taiwan and South Korea 

were presented as more relevant for the restrictive Czech policy, which imposed 

restraints on free movement, business closures, and mandatory use of face 

masks. Critical narratives have focused on a number of dimensions of the 

government’s handling of the crisis and relations with China, pointing to serious 

economic and social consequences of this policy, the risk of misuse of power by 

the state, the poor coordination of crisis management, the acceptance of easy 

Chinese propaganda by the Czech government, and the dependence on Chinese 

supply chains, underscored by a deep mistrust of China-released data on the 

epidemic.  

https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/operace-cinska-rouska-za-kulisy-obri-logisticke-akce-93854
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/operace-cinska-rouska-za-kulisy-obri-logisticke-akce-93854
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/mynar-o-tajne-vyprave-meli-nas-za-darebaky-ale-srovnali-jsme-vztahy-s-cinou-94119
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-domov/vratislav-mynar-cina-delegace-vyprava-diplomacie-vztahy-rousky-andrej-babis_2003191024_tzr
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-domov/cina-zdravotnicke-pomucka-letadlo-vztahy-s-cinou-pandemie-koronavirus-letecky_2003261614_ban
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/koronavirus-epidemie-asie-japonsko-tchajwan-hongkong_2003181206_pek
https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/24/coronavirus-czechs-facing-up-to-covid-19-crisis-by-making-masks-mandatory
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President Zeman officially gave thanks to the PRC in his public speech to the 

Czech nation on the coronavirus crisis, and the Chinese media circulated this 

praise of foreign aid. Yet medical supplies did not come for free, and critics 

compared this case with Jack Ma’s humanitarian aid in other European states. 

The Chinese attempts to spread propaganda in Czechia, which is available on a 

limited number of pro-Russian and anti-EU websites, were strongly countered by 

influential, China-critical opinion makers from the media and a part of Prague’s 

Sinological circles. Media reports referring to sources in the Czech Security 

Information Service (BIS) pointed to mass purchases of face masks and 

respirators conducted by the Chinese embassy and Chinese community members 

in Czechia in the first months of the crisis in China.  The think-tank Sinopsis 

highlighted the issue of the demand for Chinese commercial supplies as an easy 

spread of “propaganda” in which China is portrayed as a saviour. The same 

source focused on Minister Hamáček’s personal political and economic 

involvement in China as the relevant point in his crisis management of health 

supplies. Following Minister Hamáček’s insulting reply, soon after Czech 

Television aired an investigative report echoing the argument of Sinopsis by 

posting the Chinese buying masks and respirators and alleging a securitisation of 

“Chinese overseas epidemic war operation”.    

Toward greater strategic autonomy and reducing 
dependence on China 

The liberal media environment in Czechia, unrestricted by the state of 

emergency, has opened the way for critical voices from a wide range of political 

orientations. Facing criticism for its alleged discrimination against domestic 

producers and its dependence on China, the government pointed to the timeline 

of the first days and weeks of the crisis, and the limited provisions of health 

materials that were not available anywhere other than in China. Meanwhile, 

Czech domestic research centres and small and medium-sized production units 

were able to develop a certain amount of nano-masks, respirators and other 

urgently needed equipment. The existing bureaucracy, however, delayed 

bringing the various domestic small suppliers into the state-level system. The 

support for self-sufficiency and preference for EU suppliers to balance the 

dependence on China has gained ground, and the Czech Senate (Upper House) 

recently passed legislation in this direction.   

Besides the occasionally enhanced profile of China, it is interesting to note 

that the “side-winner” of the public diplomacy competition has been Taiwan, 

which presented itself as the country that successfully coped with the epidemic, 

and a provider of health material and know-how. The Covid-19 crisis in Czechia 

could hardly avoid being politicised and it thus revealed the Czech domestic trend 

https://www.novinky.cz/koronavirus/clanek/evrope-v-boji-proti-koronaviru-pomuze-nejbohatsi-cinan-40316429
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/cinska-ambasada-skupovala-v-cesku-respiratory-a-posilala-je/r~e9a4e5746ddb11eaa25cac1f6b220ee8/
https://sinopsis.cz/restart-martina-haly-investice-nebudou-zato-prijdou-z-ciny-rousky/
http://blog.aktualne.cz/blogy/jan-hamacek.php?itemid=36185
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/3072872-vlada-ignoruje-nabidky-pomoci-ceskych-firem-a-s-okazalymi-diky-nakupuje-v-cine?fbclid=IwAR1hodiAijnOUZfGmyRWkjzv9j-ulU0EAt6wFQUBvzowG8qFAgWWjr9CFYQ
https://echo24.cz/a/SV7EE/nakup-rousek-z-ciny-za-miliardu-vzbuzuje-pochybnosti-opozice-to-chce-proverit
https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN21Z37P?
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of divergent interests and polarised views on relations with the rising Asian 

power. The pro-Chinese narratives pointed to the urgency of the first Chinese 

supplies in March, while critical voices argued by warning about Chinese 

propaganda, accepting humiliating conditions and pointing to insufficient and 

even discriminatory policies towards domestic producers, as was argued in one 

of the most hard-hitting Czech television reports. Over the past two decades, 

polarised views on China in Czechia have caused very few major disputes on 

really relevant issues, but the Covid-19 crisis has put China front and centre. The 

need for strategic autonomy is becoming the common impetus for shaping at 

least some domestic consensus. 

https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/3072872-vlada-ignoruje-nabidky-pomoci-ceskych-firem-a-s-okazalymi-diky-nakupuje-v-cine


France: Between healthcare 

cooperation and political 

tensions with China amid  

Covid-19 

MARC JULIENNE 

FRENCH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (IFRI) 

As the Covid-19 crisis has evolved, China and France have demonstrated mutual 

assistance and expressed their solidarity with each other in the face of the 

pandemic. However, their bilateral relations have also been tested, particularly 

as the Chinese embassy in Paris has made waves through a number of 

controversial public comments. The Covid-19 crisis reveals the officially strong 

and friendly bilateral relationship while at the same time highlighting the 

ideological gap between the two countries. 

France’s reaction to the epidemic’s breakout,  
and assistance to China  

At the beginning of the epidemic in China (in January and February), the Elysée, 

the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and many members of the government 

and French politicians expressed their solidarity to China, and to the people of 

Wuhan. There were also several local initiatives to gather funds and resources to 

help China face the crisis.  

President Macron first reached out to his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, to 

discuss Covid-19 on 20 January, as China prepared for lockdown measures. One 

of the first concerns for the Crisis Center of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(MFA) was to arrange and secure the repatriation of French citizens in Wuhan 

who wished to return home. Two repatriation flights were arranged on 31 January 

and 2 February, and also welcomed foreign nationals, especially Europeans. 

Among the 254 passengers aboard the second flight were 64 French and 135 

citizens from various EU countries. 

http://www.amb-chine.fr/fra/zfzj/t1749364.htm
https://cn.ambafrance.org/Coronavirus-2019-nCoV-40446?var_mode=calcul
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Following a second phone call between the two presidents on 18 February, 

France expedited the delivery of 17 tonnes of medical supplies from its strategic 

stock (including, protective suits, gloves, hydro-alcoholic gels and some 560,000 

face masks) to Wuhan. Flying back to France, the A380 again repatriated French 

and European citizens to Paris. 

China’s support as France was hit by the pandemic 

The first cases of Covid-19 in France appeared on 25 January. Three people who 

had been to Wuhan were discovered to be infected; two in Paris and one in 

Bordeaux. The number of cases and deaths started to increase drastically from 

late February and a nation-wide lockdown was declared starting on 17 March. 

On 18 and 19 March, France received a “solidarity freight” from China, 

including one million face masks, which France was sorely lacking, 1.5 million 

gloves and 10,000 protection suits. Chinese companies and organizations also 

sent additional supplies to France. 

Starting from 30 March, an airlift was established to deliver face masks from 

Shanghai to Paris, with the help of Air France. France’s face mask orders from 

Chinese producers were “close to 2 billion” according to the French Minister of 

Health in early April. 

The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs repeatedly stated that “just as France 

showed its full solidarity to China at the beginning of this crisis, France today is 

benefiting from China’s solidarity”. 

An unprecedented offensive from the PRC embassy 
in France  

The PRC embassy in France has played an unprecedented role in the media, 

actively promoting Beijing’s narrative on social networks, on its website, and in 

the French media. 

First, the embassy has been very active on Twitter. It opened its Twitter 

account in August 2019, as the new Ambassador, Lu Shaye, took office. However, 

it only became active on 4 February 2020, retweeting the Director General of the 

WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. It has been tweeting multiple times a day 

ever since, mainly on issues related to Covid-19. The embassy’s activity raised 

concerns in March when it spread rumors and conspiracy theories implying that 

Covid-19 originated in the United States and was introduced to China by the US 

military – a narrative that other diplomats supported, including Zhao Lijian, an 

official spokesperson of China’s MFA. 

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/12/macron-france-coronavirus-180100
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/12/macron-france-coronavirus-180100
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/le-ministere-et-son-reseau/actualites-du-ministere/informations-coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-declarations-du-ministre-et-de-la-porte-parole/article/envoi-de-fret-medical-en-solidarite-avec-la-chine-a-destination-des-structures
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/le-ministere-et-son-reseau/actualites-du-ministere/informations-coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-declarations-du-ministre-et-de-la-porte-parole/article/covid-19-fret-de-solidarite-chinois-19-03-20
https://twitter.com/brutofficiel/status/1246371995542945793?lang=fr
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/le-ministere-et-son-reseau/actualites-du-ministere/informations-coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-declarations-du-ministre-et-de-la-porte-parole/article/covid-19-chine-extrait-du-point-de-presse-1-04-20
https://twitter.com/AmbassadeChine/status/1242011628608118786
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Second, the embassy published several op-ed-like, anonymous articles on 

its website, entitled “Observations of a Chinese diplomat stationed in Paris”. Five 

of them were published between 22 March and 26 April. All of them, quite 

aggressively, aimed at “restoring distorted facts” presented by Western “media, 

politicians and experts” who intended to slander China. These papers blend 

together real facts with false or unfounded assertions, denigrating Western 

democracies’ management of the crisis and pushing forward the official PRC 

narrative of success. The most aggressive piece, for instance, published on 12 

April, promoted (again) the theory that the virus may come from the US, accused 

French parliamentarians of having supported racist comments by Taiwanese 

authorities towards Mr. Tedros, and blamed European retirement home personnel 

for “abandoning their positions overnight, deserting collectively, and leaving their 

residents to die of hunger and disease”. 

Third, the embassy often commented on specific reports in the French media 

that it said were untrue and detrimental to China’s image. In addition, Lu Shaye 

made multiple appearances in the French media to defend China’s narrative. 

Notably, he gave four interviews to the news channel BFMTV between late 

February and late April. 

The behavior of the Chinese embassy in France reflects Beijing’s new 

diplomatic approach to public relations, a more proactive and aggressive one, 

dubbed “Wolf Warrior” diplomacy after a recent patriotic blockbuster film. This 

new approach has been witnessed in many countries these past two years, 

especially in Europe. 

The French reaction and prospects  

Generally speaking, the press coverage and government reactions in France 

toward China were quite positive during the first two months of the crisis. This 

seemed to have changed from late March. Debate on China’s influence over the 

WHO, new information questioning the number of casualties in China, suspicion 

of geopolitical motives behind what has been called China’s “mask diplomacy”, 

as well as the aggressive stance taken by the PRC embassy, all contributed to a 

cooler, and sometimes hostile attitude toward China in France. 

French Minister of Foreign Affairs Jean-Yves Le Drian summoned 

Ambassador Lu Shaye on 14 April to “express clearly my disapproval” of certain 

statements made, which “do not conform to the quality of the bilateral 

relationship between our two countries”. The next day, during an hearing with 

Mr. Le Drian, French senators shared their discontent and concerns regarding the 

embassy’s comments. Finally, regarding China’s overall management of the 

crisis, President Macron, while avoiding a direct challenge to China’s political 

http://www.amb-chine.fr/fra/zfzj/t1768712.htm
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3079493/china-wants-its-diplomats-show-more-fighting-spirit-it-may-not
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/dossiers-pays/chine/evenements/article/communique-de-jean-yves-le-drian-14-04-20
http://videos.senat.fr/video.1580426_5e981e5d2ee91.audition-de-m-jean-yves-le-drian-ministre-de-l-europe-et-des-affaires-etrangeres--point-de-situati?timecode=2484356
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system, declared in an interview with the Financial Times on 16 April: “obviously, 

things that we don’t know have happened [in China].” 

China and France have been cooperating since the start of the epidemic in 

China, as well as when France was under great pressure, notably due to its severe 

face mask shortage. However, the aggressive attitude of the PRC embassy in 

France is a new phenomenon that risks undermining the views of China in France, 

including within the government, and that could affect bilateral relations. This 

could, for instance, push France toward banning Huawei from the French 5G 

market. 

In a broader perspective, the Covid-19 pandemic is likely to push further 

President Macron’s commitment to multilateralism and strategic autonomy. He 

has already repeatedly emphasized the need for multilateral cooperation in order 

to deal with the crisis, especially within the EU framework. This will necessitate 

a certain level of cooperation with China. The “strategic autonomy” concept that 

he has been promoting since 2017, meanwhile, seems even more inescapable 

today, as the pandemic is calling globalization into question. This will likely 

materialize in an increased self-reliance in industrial sectors, like healthcare 

supplies. As a result, France would, to some extent, reduce its reliance on the 

Chinese market. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPGfKhCICC0


Germany: Covid-19 a catalyst  

for current trends in relations 

with China  

BARBARA PONGRATZ 

MERCATOR INSTITUTE FOR CHINA STUDIES (MERICS) 

Germany-China relations were already complicated before the global Covid-19 

crisis. Both sides were busy preparing for government consultations in 2020 and 

a major “Leaders’ Meeting” in Leipzig this fall under the auspices of the German 

EU Council presidency. The aim of these meetings was to promote the partnership 

dimension of Germany-China and EU-China relations. At the same time, political 

relations were deteriorating not least because of growing German scepticism 

about Chinese policies concerning the pro-democracy movement in Hong Kong 

and large-scale human rights violations in Xinjiang.  

Traditionally well-oiled business relations have also suffered setbacks 

recently. There is a growing debate also among business leaders about the 

(political) risks of doing business with Chinese partners.  

Modalities of German Covid-19 cooperation  
with China 

Germany-China communication at the senior political level reflects three priorities 

in their cooperation against Covid-19: research cooperation, rhetorical support 

for international solutions, and securing the supply of medical and personal 

protective equipment (PPE). 

At the end of March, Chinese president Xi Jinping and German chancellor 

Angela Merkel used a phone conversation to agree on close scientific cooperation, 

especially with a view to developing a vaccine against Covid-19. A representative 

from Germany’s disease prevention and control agency, the Robert Koch 

Institute, joined the WHO Joint Mission to China in mid-February to enhance 

German understanding of the disease. Private sector companies have also joined 

https://www.bundeskanzlerin.de/bkin-de/aktuelles/bundeskanzlerin-merkel-telefoniert-mit-dem-chinesischen-praesidenten-xi-jinping-1734924
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/who-china-joint-mission-on-covid-19-final-report.pdf
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forces. German company BioNtech has linked up with Chinese pharmaceutical 

company Fosun to develop an mRNA vaccine against the coronavirus.  

Both sides have also helped each other with business and government 

donations of medical supplies. In contrast to some other EU members, there was 

no excitement in Germany when Chinese deliveries arrived. The German 

chancellor described the donations as an act of reciprocity, referring to German 

and European support for China earlier this year. At the start of April, Merkel 

used her good relationship with the Chinese president to secure Germany access 

to Chinese PPE producers – in part outcompeting other European member states. 

Dissemination of China’s public diplomacy  
in Germany through diverse channels  

China’s outspoken ambassador in Germany, Wu Ken, has used several German-

media appearances to praise China’s crisis management and reject criticism of it. 

Calling for closer Sino-German cooperation on Covid-19, he stressed the Chinese 

system’s ability to deal with the crisis and the need for a strong government hand 

to ensure a decisive response.  

A “joint appeal on COVID-19” released by the CCP’s International Liaison 

Department claimed to have brought together over 230 political parties from 

around 100 countries to endorse a coordinated crisis response. Germany’s ruling 

centre-right Christian Democratic Union (CDU) was one of the parties asked to 

sign up.  

The German government appears to have become aware of an “intensified 

propaganda policy” on the part of Beijing after China attempted to influence the 

perceptions of German government officials about Chinese crisis management by 

contacting them directly. The newspaper “Die Welt” published an unconfirmed 

story about a confidential German foreign ministry document. It called for 

vigilance and countermeasures in light of Chinese attempts to encourage German 

government officials to positively address China’s handling of the coronavirus 

crisis.  

The case of Heinsberg in Germany highlights the disturbing effects of Chinese 

public diplomacy efforts on social media. In March, the head of the Heinsberg 

district authority asked China to provide help to what was then the most heavily-

virus hit county in Germany. His plea was widely broadcast by German media 

and quickly came to stand for bad initial crisis management at the German and 

European level. Having failed to get a swift response to a request for help from 

the German army, the district official saw a Chinese post on social media that 

prompted him to address a letter to Chinese president Xi Jinping. He asked for 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-biontech-fosunpharma-vaccine-collabor/biontech-in-china-alliance-with-fosun-over-potential-coronavirus-vaccine-idUSKBN2130O5
https://china.ahk.de/news/news-details/german-companies-taking-action
https://www.ansa.it/english/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-act-doctors-arrive-in-italy-from-china_f21b4cd8-8b15-48ab-b502-592d2e8b810f.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3075659/coronavirus-germanys-angela-merkel-plays-down-chinas-provision
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/schutzausruestung-merkels-direkter-draht-nach-china-1.4871798
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/china-und-das-coronavirus-mit-internationaler-hilfe-kann-die-krankheit-besiegt-werden/25567244.html
https://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/deutschland/wu-ken-im-interview-chinas-botschafter-in-berlin-die-massnahmen-chinas-sind-richtig-und-wirksam-/25588692.html?ticket=ST-2023077-tXLMr3Y6ASibwFXpznQF-ap1
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-04/02/c_138941592.htm
https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/article207210613/Corona-China-versucht-deutsche-Beamte-zu-Lob-zu-draengen.html
https://www.france24.com/en/20200413-china-denies-seeking-virus-praise-from-germany
https://www.focus.de/politik/deutschland/es-macht-mich-wuetend-china-um-hilfe-gebeten-heinsberg-steht-fuer-das-groesste-problem-in-der-corona-krise_id_11813014.html
https://www.cicero.de/innenpolitik/heinsberg-corona-christoph-pusch-landrat-krisenmanagement/plus
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the shipment of much-needed PPE to Heinsberg and immediately received a 

response from the relevant consulate. Deliveries of medical supplies followed.  

Treatment of discussion on China in Germany 

German media and political debates generally distinguish clearly between the 

different roles China is playing in this crisis. China is seen as the source of the 

problem, as discussed below; as a country that tightly controls information and 

so responded slowly to the outbreak in December; as a source of crisis-response 

support; as a partner for developing joint solutions against the virus; and as a 

geopolitical actor trying to increase its influence within the EU. 

Like in other European countries, some stakeholders and media outlets in 

Germany are outspoken about blaming China for the emergence of the virus. 

Recently, the editor-in-chief of the large German tabloid “Bild” openly attacked 

the Chinese president. After publishing a calculation of what China owes Germany 

as financial compensation, he harshly accused Xi in an online video of, among 

other things, having informed the international community too late about the 

danger. Statements such as those in this video are likely to shape mainstream 

opinion about China in Germany. 

German politicians from across the party spectrum have been quite 

outspoken, too, publicly criticizing China’s handling of the crisis and its 

international propaganda efforts. This has included a plea from a lawmaker from 

FDP, a centrist liberal party, for Germany to ignore the CCP’s ‘One China’ policy 

and deal directly with Taiwan. A representative from the centre-left SPD 

expressed concerns about the dependence of Germany’s supply chain on China. 

A Green Party member criticized China for turning the crisis into a competition of 

systems. He accused China of starting this “open competition” as a consequence 

of the initial exposure of the weakness of its own political system, which he said 

did not allow for error correction.  

The Covid-19 crisis catalyzes existing trends  
in Sino-German relations 

The Covid-19 shock will most immediately impact Germany through the country’s 

close business ties to China. There will be lasting effects on the production 

capacity and market outlook of German manufacturers, but the main shock is 

expected to come through a decline in trade.  

 

 

https://www.bild.de/bild-plus/politik/ausland/politik-ausland/bild-praesentiert-die-corona-rechnung-was-china-uns-jetzt-schon-schuldet-70044300,view=conversionToLogin.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/politik/international/bild-international/bild-chief-editor-responds-to-the-chinese-president-70098436.bild.html
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/coronavirus-china-europa-1.4863357
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The crisis will be a catalyst for the following four trends in Sino-German 

relations: 

First, this crisis will give new momentum to the debate about Germany’s 

dependence on China, about what degree is appropriate and when supply-chains 

should be diversified.  

Second, widespread fears about asset-hunting by Chinese companies during 

the crisis has led Germany to once again increase its efforts to sharpen 

investment screening. 

Third, the crisis has underscored the simultaneous roles of partner, 

competitor and rival in which many European policymakers cast China – and the 

challenges this entails for the political management of Germany-China relations. 

Beijing’s crisis management and ensuing international posturing has probably 

fueled more doubt than confidence in Beijing and its global leadership capacity.  

Lastly, the crisis is likely to lead more German decision-makers to 

acknowledge new geopolitical realities, and in turn to reaffirm that EU unity is of 

utmost importance in the face of China’s rise. Covid-19 has demonstrated China’s 

growing influence across Europe, and how it was able and willing to seize the 

opportunity to present itself as a global leader following initial shortcomings in 

crisis management in Germany and elsewhere in the EU.  

 



Greece: Close – and primarily 

commercial – cooperation 

between Greece and China  

PLAMEN TONCHEV & ANGELOS BENTIS 

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS (IIER) 

In the midst of the pandemic, Greece is importing large quantities of medical 

supplies from China. However, while Chinese donations have elicited very positive 

statements from the government and have enjoyed considerable media 

coverage, they are a small fraction of the overall volume of medical equipment 

purchased from China by Greek donors and then delivered to the national health 

system. Debate about China’s role in the global spread of the coronavirus has 

revealed a gap between a rather negative perception in Greek society and a more 

tolerant stance from the business and political elite in the country. 

Cooperation with China on the Covid-19 pandemic 

When the Covid-19 pandemic broke out in China last January, Chinese citizens in 

Greece purchased large quantities of masks and shipped them home. The first 

Covid-19 case in Greece was registered a month later and brought about a 

reversal in the flows of medical supplies. Since then, China has donated 1 million 

protective masks to Greece, half of them provided by the State Grid Corporation, 

holder of a 24% stake in the Greek high-voltage grid operator ADMIE. In addition, 

the municipal government of Shanghai has donated 20,000 masks to Piraeus, 

with the two cities’ twinning relationship as a vehicle. The Bank of China, which 

has recently opened an office in Greece, has donated 22,000 masks to the city 

of Athens. 

In parallel to these donations by the Chinese side, much larger quantities of 

medical supplies have been purchased from China and then donated by Greek 

actors. The Onassis Foundation, the Laskaridis Foundation and the Union of Greek 

Shipowners have purchased from the China National Building Material company 

13.5 million masks worth EUR 7.8 million, reportedly at a discount of EUR 

600,000. The Public Power Corporation (DEH) has donated China-sourced 

https://www.protothema.gr/greece/article/971942/koronoios-safari-kinezon-gia-mia-maska-akoma-kai-meso-elladas/
https://www.protothema.gr/greece/article/971942/koronoios-safari-kinezon-gia-mia-maska-akoma-kai-meso-elladas/
https://www.tanea.gr/2020/03/21/greece/koronaios-pano-apo-1-ekat-maskes-paredose-i-kina-stin-ellada/
https://www.tanea.gr/2020/03/21/greece/koronaios-pano-apo-1-ekat-maskes-paredose-i-kina-stin-ellada/
https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/koronoios-dimos-sagkais-20000-maskes-dimo-peiraia
https://www.epixeiro.gr/article/174612
https://www.protothema.gr/koronoios-live/article/993247/anasa-zois-apo-tis-dorees-ton-idioton/
https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/koronoios-koinoniki-allileggyi-oles-oi-dorees
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medical equipment worth more than EUR 5 million – 1.5 million FPP2Q and FPP3Q 

masks, 75,000 protective suits and 50,000 Q goggles. The state-owned 

corporation has covered the transportation cost as well.  

In addition, a Greek ship owner has paid EUR 1.2 million to Chinese suppliers 

for his donation, which includes 160,000 protective suits and 2.5 million gloves. 

The Stoihiman gambling agency has purchased 250,000 surgical masks from 

China and has donated them to the Ministry of Health. Private businesses in Crete 

have paid for 70,000 FPP2 masks and 3,600 protective suits delivered from 

China. There is a very long list of donations made by Greek businesses and 

foundations to the Greek state, though it is not clear what share of the medical 

equipment has been purchased from China nor is the cost always indicated.   

With regard to technical assistance and the presentation of China’s 

experience in combating the pandemic, there was a teleconference in the 

framework of the 17+1 format on 13 March 2020 and the Ministry of Health was 

represented by one expert. The event was not heavily covered by the Greek 

media and there was only a fleeting reference to the China-CEEC grouping, which 

is not well-known in the country. 

China's public diplomacy in Greece and implications 
for Sino-Greek relations 

The PRC embassy in Greece has launched an ambitious public diplomacy 

campaign in relation to the pandemic. The arrival of the State Grid-donated 

supplies on 21 March at Athens airport, in the presence of four Greek cabinet 

ministers and the PRC ambassador, was covered by many media outlets, 

including TV channels. The slogan of the event was an admittedly smart 

catchphrase attributed to the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle: ‘A friend is a 

single soul dwelling in two bodies’. It is noted that ten days later the Greek prime 

minister chose to attend another ceremony on the delivery of a much larger 

quantity purchased in China and donated to the state by the Onassis Foundation. 

The PRC embassy has been actively involved in the provision of Chinese 

medical equipment to Greece. A highly political move was its donation of 10,000 

masks to the staff of the Greek parliament. The PRC ambassador has appeared 

on Greek TV to present China’s successful response to the outbreak, promoting 

inter alia traditional Chinese medicine. Interestingly, a representative of the 

Laskaridis Foundation, set up by a Greek ship owner, has been appointed by the 

PRC embassy as a coordinator of the campaign for the provision of Chinese 

medical supplies to Greece. Another interesting development is the offer of flats 

to hospital personnel by the Sino-Greek Investor Confederation, which includes, 

https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/koronoios-koinoniki-allileggyi-oles-oi-dorees
https://www.newmoney.gr/roh/palmos-oikonomias/epixeiriseis/dei-dorea-5-ekat-evro-sto-ethniko-sistima-igias/
https://www.ethnos.gr/ellada/97534_koronoios-dorea-tis-oikogeneias-prokopioy-sti-mahi-kata-toy-ioy
https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/koronoios-koinoniki-allileggyi-oles-oi-dorees
https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/koronoios-koinoniki-allileggyi-oles-oi-dorees
https://www.newsbeast.gr/greece/arthro/6192488/koinoniki-allileggyi-apo-ellinikes-epicheiriseis-sti-machi-kata-toy-koronoioy
https://gr.euronews.com/2020/04/04/covid-19-systrateusi-epixeiriseon-kai-koinofelon-idrymaton
https://gr.euronews.com/2020/04/04/covid-19-systrateusi-epixeiriseon-kai-koinofelon-idrymaton
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-03/14/c_138877712.htm
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-03/14/c_138877712.htm
https://newpost.gr/ellada/5e6bcbca8ca84b094e1cce01/koronoios-tilediaskepsi-elladas-kinas-gia-tin-antimetopisi-tis-pandimias
http://www.china.org.cn/world/2020-03/22/content_75844594.htm
http://www.china.org.cn/world/2020-03/22/content_75844594.htm
https://www.protothema.gr/politics/article/990872/koronoios-parelifthisan-oi-135-ekatommuria-maskes-apo-to-idruma-onasi/
https://www.protothema.gr/politics/article/990872/koronoios-parelifthisan-oi-135-ekatommuria-maskes-apo-to-idruma-onasi/
https://www.cnn.gr/news/politiki/story/215442/sti-voyli-10-000-maskes-dorea-tis-presveias-tis-kinas
https://www.cnn.gr/news/politiki/story/215442/sti-voyli-10-000-maskes-dorea-tis-presveias-tis-kinas
https://www.megatv.com/megagegonota/article.asp?catid=27372&subid=2&pubid=38569012
https://www.protothema.gr/koronoios-live/article/993247/anasa-zois-apo-tis-dorees-ton-idioton/
https://www.newsbeast.gr/greece/arthro/6192488/koinoniki-allileggyi-apo-ellinikes-epicheiriseis-sti-machi-kata-toy-koronoioy
https://www.newsbeast.gr/greece/arthro/6192488/koinoniki-allileggyi-apo-ellinikes-epicheiriseis-sti-machi-kata-toy-koronoioy
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among businessmen from both countries, Chinese buyers of real estate in Greece 

and Golden Visa holders. 

The general mood in society is not as positive. Greek citizens tend to refer 

critically to China’s role in the origin of the coronavirus and the global spread of 

the pandemic. In many Greek media outlets and public debates, China is seen as 

bearing a major responsibility for the coronavirus calamity. Therefore, while the 

government expresses gratitude for the Chinese donations, they are largely 

perceived as a damage-control campaign. It is also noted that Chinese donations 

are relatively small, compared to much larger orders placed by national donors 

with Chinese producers. 

China views Greece as a strategic partner, the seaport of Piraeus hosting a 

large-scale Belt and Road Initiative project. The COSCO conglomerate managing 

the port is keen on receiving an approval by Greek authorities for the construction 

of a new pier, which would considerably boost the throughput of the facility. In 

addition, ADMIE is involved in the construction of two underwater electricity cable 

links between continental Greece and the island of Crete, and other investment 

schemes in the energy sector were discussed during president Xi’s visit to the 

country last November. Greek ship owners have developed a close working 

relationship with China, which is an important customer for their commercial 

fleet. Therefore, despite suspicion at the societal level, Beijing’s ‘charm offensive’ 

amid the pandemic allows it to score points which boost its economic presence in 

Greece.

https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/news/capitals-special-edition-how-effective-is-chinas-mask-diplomacy-in-europe/?fbclid=IwAR24A5f_u8cleDt6g-nozMhegmntQJm611qbxBHn-Plv10PBvLOz50YD1jg
https://chinaobservers.eu/xis-visit-to-greece-four-questions-waiting-to-be-answered/


Hungary: Business as usual  

with China amid Covid-19 

TAMAS MATURA 

CORVINUS UNIVERSITY OF BUDAPEST 

The global pandemic has not changed the amicable relationship between the 

Hungarian government and China. Official comments have not blamed Beijing for 

the outbreak of Covid-19, instead they have emphasised the massive amounts 

of medical equipment sent from China to Hungary. Meanwhile, the government 

has used the crisis as a pretext to strengthen its control over domestic political 

and business affairs.  

Cooperation between Hungary and China  
on Covid-19: mostly business, not donations 

Hungary was one of the first countries to send aid to China, according to the 

Chinese ambassador to Budapest, although he did not mention the specifics of 

the support in his article. Local governments have also sent medical equipment 

to China, for example the city of Győr donated around EUR 10,000, while the 

county government of Csongrád together with the Hungary-Shaanxi Commerce 

Society offered 17,000 masks to Shaanxi Province.  

When the virus started to spread in Europe, it was China’s turn to deliver 

medical supplies. Hungary has been importing medical equipment from China 

since 23 March, when the first airplane landed in Budapest. Dozens of planes 

commissioned by the Hungarian government have been commuting between 

Budapest and various Chinese cities in the recent weeks to deliver millions of 

mask, PPEs, ventilators and other equipment. The overwhelming majority of the 

cargo was purchased by the Hungarian government, while there have been some 

smaller donations by different Chinese actors as well.1 On the communication 

___________ 

1. Among those who have donated various types of medical equipment are: Fudan University, Huawei, 

China Railways (delivered directly to Hungarian Railways), China Construction Bank (which is about 

to open an office in Budapest later this year), Shaanxi Province, the Shaanxi Chamber of Commerce, 

and the Xi’an Medical University (based on sister-city and sister-province/county relations), the local 

https://magyarnemzet.hu/velemeny/kina-kepes-lekuzdeni-a-jarvanyt-7770461/
https://www.vaol.hu/kozelet/helyi-kozelet/gyori-segitseg-wuhannak-parndorfban-az-eladok-maszkban-szolgaljak-ki-a-vevoket-3531000/
http://www.vasarhely24.com/egeszsegugy/csongrad-megyei-segitseg-kinanak-a-koronavirus-elleni-kuzdelemhez
https://koronavirus.gov.hu/cikkek/megerkezett-az-elso-orvosi-eszkozoket-szallito-gep-kinabol
https://koronavirus.gov.hu/cikkek/ujabb-vedoeszkozok-erkeztek-magyarorszagra
https://koronavirus.gov.hu/cikkek/wizz-air-hat-gepe-negymillio-maszkot-hoz-budapestre
https://www.szeretlekmagyarorszag.hu/koronavirus-vedomaszkokat-kuldott-a-kinai-vasut-a-mav-nak
https://www.origo.hu/itthon/20200323-huszezer-maszkot-tartalmazo-adomany-erkezett-az-orszagba.html
https://u-szeged.hu/sztehirek/2020-aprilis/jelentos-egeszsegugyi?objectParentFolderId=19396
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side, Hungary participated in the videoconference on the prevention and control 

of infection between China and its 17 Central and Eastern European partners on 

13 March. 

In sum, according to the statement of Foreign Minister Szijjártó, Hungary 

has ordered 148.7 million masks, 3.3 million test kits and 47.8 million PPEs 

altogether. As of 15 April, Chinese counterparts had delivered 46.9 million mask, 

352 thousand test kits and 20.3 million PPEs. Besides these, 101 ventilators have 

been sent to Hungary from China. It is conspicuous that the text of official 

communiques of the Hungarian government, and thus most of the media 

coverage never used the verbs ‘to buy’ or ‘to purchase’ when it comes to medical 

equipment coming from China, and prices are never mentioned either. Instead, 

the government employs phrases like ‘arrival’, ‘delivery’ or ‘in transit’ to describe 

how the medical cargo gets to Hungary. It is unclear why the communication 

about the actual price tag and the nature of purchases is so ambiguous.  

Furthermore, the government announced on 4 April that Hungary was 

among the four countries to receive 400,000 pieces of a special Chinese anti-viral 

medicine which it is reported may cure 10,000 patients. 

In comparison with some other European countries, notably the Czech 

Republic, Hungary did not ask for the help of Taipei and Taipei has not considered 

sending medical supply to Hungary either, according to diplomatic sources, as 

the relationship between the two sides has been deteriorating in the past ten 

years due to the close relations between Hungary and Beijing. 

Public diplomacy in China-Hungary relations 

In line with our previous findings in the 2018 ETNC Report, the Chinese side has 

not engaged in a major public diplomacy campaign in Hungary, and given the 

cooperative approach to China, the Chinese government has not sought to 

directly influence or actively intervene in the domestic debate in order to change 

public perceptions.2 The Chinese ambassador has published an op-ed and given 

some interviews, in which he thanked Hungary for its help and called for solidarity 

in fighting the pandemic and generally repeated official Chinese talking points.  

Meanwhile the Hungarian government has grabbed the opportunity 

presented by the distraction from the pandemic, and enacted a law to classify 

___________ 

government of Huaxiang, as well as some donations by local Chinese residents of towns in Hungary 

and Chinese SMEs and NGOs based in Hungary. 

2. Tamas Matura, “Absent political values in a pragmatic Hungarian China policy”, in Tim Rühlig, et 

al., Political Values in Europe-China Relations, European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC) Report, 

December 2018, p. 49.  

https://thediplomat.com/2020/04/china-and-eastern-europe-in-the-covid-19-era
https://koronavirus.gov.hu/cikkek/folyamatos-vedoeszkozok-behozatala
https://koronavirus.gov.hu/cikkek/4-millio-maszk-es-tobb-mint-400-ezer-vedoruhazat-erkezett-kinabol
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hungary-china-rail-legislation/hungary-eager-for-loan-wants-to-classify-details-of-budapest-belgrade-chinese-rail-project-idUSKBN21K2A2
https://szabadpecs.hu/2020/04/kinai-hazaspar-ajandekozott-penzt-es-orvosi-maszkokat-a-koronavirus-elleni-vedekezesre/
https://www.vaol.hu/kozelet/helyi-kozelet/kinabol-erkeztek-a-maszkok-koszegre-3871008/
https://www.ifri.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/full-report-web-version_updated_2019.pdf
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the details of the China-financed reconstruction of the Budapest-Belgrade railway 

line for ten years. This has prompted a wave of criticism from some members of 

the opposition. However, given the supermajority of the governing party in the 

national assembly, it is highly unlikely that political dissent will derail the railway 

project. As the virus dominates the news, public attention is distracted by the 

pandemic, and thus the issue of the railway has not sparked any public outrage. 

No change in Hungary’s position on China 

Budapest has been following a pro-China policy over the past decade, and 

according to international criticism it has disrupted European unity vis-á-vis China 

in many cases. The Covid-19 crisis has not led to a change in Hungary’s position 

on China, as the Hungarian government has expressed its gratitude for the 

Chinese help and support on various occasions. The crisis has also offered the 

opportunity to the government in general and to the Foreign Minister in particular 

to present the Eastern Opening Policy as a success story, as Central Asian 

countries (Hungary became an observing member of the Turk Council in 2018) 

have also donated some medical equipment. 

In contrast to the official narrative, non-governmental media sources are 

more critical about China and the role it played in the current pandemic, and the 

general public as well has been expressing very negative opinions on social 

media. However, criticism is aimed at the Chinese government and the way it 

handled the Covid-19 crisis in China and not at the Hungarian government or its 

China policy. In sum, the pro-China attitude of Budapest is here to stay for the 

foreseeable future. 

 

 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hungary-china-rail-legislation/hungary-eager-for-loan-wants-to-classify-details-of-budapest-belgrade-chinese-rail-project-idUSKBN21K2A2
https://hungarytoday.hu/parliamentary-debate-budapest-belgrade-railway-mega-project/
https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-china-divide-and-conquer/


Italy: Cooperation, competition 

and local politics amid Covid-19 

FRANCESCA GHIRETTI & LORENZO MARIANI 

ISTITUTO AFFARI INTERNAZIONALI (IAI) 

Italy holds the sad record of having registered the first major outbreak of the 

coronavirus outside of China. The country was also the first to receive 

conspicuous exports and donations of medical equipment from Beijing. Because 

of the controversial nature of various means of support from China, the 

relationship between Italy and China is now back in the spotlight, one year after 

the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the Belt and Road 

Initiative. 

Aid, trade and erratic responses 

During the two months that separated the first cases in China from the outbreak 

in Italy, the response of Italian authorities was erratic. In mid-January, when 

Covid-19 was apparently confined to China, fear of a possible spread of the virus 

arose among the Italian public. The growing anxiety led to an alarming number 

of xenophobic incidents against individuals considered to be Chinese and even 

sporadic boycotts of Chinese businesses. In several cities of northern Italy, local 

politicians as well as private citizens launched solidarity campaigns to counter 

this phenomenon.   

On 30 January, two Chinese tourists in Rome became the first two registered 

coronavirus cases in Italy. The Italian government placed a ban on travel to and 

from China, a decision which was harshly criticized by Beijing. However, the 

halting of flights also from Taiwan, which had few cases, was perceived negatively 

as a symbolic gesture to please Beijing. In the following days, to ease the 

diplomatic tiff with Beijing, Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio announced the dispatch 

of medical supplies to China through the government aircraft sent to Wuhan to 

repatriate nationals. The Vatican also sent around 600,000 – 700,000 medical 

masks to Hubei, Zhejiang and Fujian.  

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/mar/25/as-if-we-were-the-disease-coronavirus-brings-prejudice-for-italys-chinese-workers
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2020/01/31/news/coronavirus_milano_chinatown_via_sarpi_pranzo_contro_psicosi-247248803/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-01-30/italy-confirms-two-virus-cases-stops-air-traffic-with-china
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjbxw/t1742259.shtml
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-04/taiwan-asks-italy-to-end-coronavirus-based-flight-ban
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-vatican/vatican-sends-masks-to-china-to-help-with-virus-outbreak-idUSKBN1ZX2K8
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As the crisis unfolded, Italy sent an international call for help and China 

seized the moment, stepping in with a coordinated effort among governmental 

and private entities. On 12 March, a Chinese cargo plane loaded with donations 

from the Chinese Red Cross  arrived in Italy, receiving widespread media 

coverage. The event was also live streamed by Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio, 

who presented it as the result of the special solidarity between the two countries. 

Concurrently, Italy ordered a total of EUR 209.5 million worth of medical supplies 

from China.  

In the weeks that followed, more flights carrying both donations from the 

central and local governments1 in China, as well as purchased supplies, arrived 

in Italy. On three occasions these were accompanied by teams of Chinese medical 

staff. However, due to lack of official records, the proportion of donated and 

purchased medical supplies that came from China to Italy remains unclear.  

Chinese foundations and private companies have also been donating medical 

supplies to Italy, including the Jack Ma Foundation, the Alibaba Foundation, 

Xiaomi, Huawei and the pharmaceutical enterprise Lihe. It is worth noting that 

state-owned enterprises China Merchants Port Holdings, China Communication 

Construction Company (CCCC) and the Cosco Shipping Corporation have been 

making targeted donations to Trieste and Genova, both cities of interests for the 

BRI, as they are home to very large port facilities. Interestingly, regular aid has 

also been coming from the Chinese diaspora in Italy, who have been donating to 

hospitals and the Italian Civil Protection and have organised the free distribution 

of masks in several cities. 

The Chinese embassy’s media campaign 

Since the first days of the epidemic in Italy, the Embassy of the People Republic 

of China to Italy has conducted an intense media campaign. The embassy’s 

Twitter account has gone from an average of 2.35 posts per day before the crisis 

to 3.74 during the epidemic.2 Most of the content focuses on promoting solidarity 

between the two countries, which has resulted in a notable increase in the 

number of users interacting with the account.3  

___________ 

1. Fujian donated 8 tonnes of medical equipment, including 30 ventilators; Guangdong sent 200,000 

masks to Emilia-Romagna; Xiangcheng donated 60,000 masks to the city of Recanati, and Suzhou 

20.000 masks to Venice. 

2. Data collected by the authors comparing the posts of the embassy’s official Twitter account in 

December 2019 and March 2020.   

3. The number of likes of the posts covering the arrival of Chinese aid to Italy, as well as those 

containing messages of solidarity are remarkably higher than likes in previous posts. The nature of 

the accounts that have reacted to these posts has not been analysed for this report. 

https://www.ilfoglio.it/politica/2020/03/13/news/che-cosa-c-e-dietro-il-mistero-della-donazione-cinese-all-italia-306507/
https://www.corriere.it/politica/20_marzo_10/coronavirus-mille-respiratori-cina-telefonata-maio-wang-yi-faa5f50a-62b6-11ea-a693-c7191bf8b498.shtml
https://formiche.net/2020/04/mascherina-contratto-cina-oltre-200-milioni/
https://formiche.net/2020/04/mascherina-contratto-cina-oltre-200-milioni/
https://tg24.sky.it/salute-e-benessere/2020/03/17/coronavirus-italia-jack-ma.html
https://www.cri.it/04-04-2020-alibaba-e-jack-ma-foundation-100-ventilatori-e-50-mila-di-kit-di-protezione-individuale-sostenere-croce-rossa-italiana-contro-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR15ATe7mj87TPpg-yA9NuD6-fCEWqzedKBktaPoSyET8AcKTzyFDliKIFk
https://www.quibrescia.it/salute-pubblica/2020/03/19/coronavirus-xiaomi-dona-mascherine-alla-lombardia/559264/?fbclid=IwAR147nknzcut-LHUaPkKOUDtQ0kx9Cz6NeGVpUgkbc5xlcGsQk0xylC69gI
https://tg24.sky.it/tecnologia/2020/03/17/coronavirus-huawei-mascherine-tecnologia.html
http://www.milanotoday.it/attualita/coronavirus/maschere-coronavirus-lotta.html?fbclid=IwAR0Dn_GB1-062x559lMAcksqi04AsSziUr2r9rpjIzDOb9fzF_c-WYSCYUI
https://twitter.com/AmbCina/status/1249761363343400960?s=20
https://www.triesteallnews.it/2020/03/21/la-cccc-cina-dona-10mila-mascherine-per-il-porto-di-trieste/?fbclid=IwAR2oIRRjbRo5Ivq_Ak-0Qoe30gSR9m6cypHm3l9roXy5mm0udz34m9G3ZOA
https://www.triesteallnews.it/2020/03/21/la-cccc-cina-dona-10mila-mascherine-per-il-porto-di-trieste/?fbclid=IwAR2oIRRjbRo5Ivq_Ak-0Qoe30gSR9m6cypHm3l9roXy5mm0udz34m9G3ZOA
https://www.lastampa.it/savona/2020/03/19/news/arrivate-in-liguria-le-50-mila-mascherine-donate-da-cosco-di-shangai-1.38612243
https://www.ansa.it/lombardia/notizie/2020/03/25/virus-cina-invia-altri-medici-in-italia_0eccf146-d3bd-4572-81a3-967935a4359e.html
https://www.regione.emilia-romagna.it/notizie/2020/marzo/coronavirus-la-provincia-cinese-del-guangdong-dona-all-emilia-romagna-220-mila-mascherine
https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/macerata/cronaca/coronavirus-mascherine-recanati-1.5078614
https://www.veneziatoday.it/cronaca/citta-gemellata-suzhou-dona-20mila-mascherine-venezia-video.html
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The embassy’s Facebook account has also been very active, and an official 

Instagram account was opened during the crisis. These accounts do not 

necessarily share the same content - instead, content appears tailored to the 

audience of the different platforms in order to maximise engagement. This 

suggests the existence of a well thought out social media strategy. Furthermore, 

available data reveal that bots have been used conspicuously to inflate popularity 

of the official accounts.  

 

Data collected from the 1st of March 2020 to the 14th of April 2020 from the official Twitter account of the 
Chinese embassy of in Italy. 

Four major strands of messaging can be identified in the Chinese narrative 

on social media. The first message promotes China as acting in solidarity, helping 

others by providing aid. The second strand encourages international unity in the 

fight against the pandemic. Both components are directly linked to Beijing’s core 

concept of a “community of shared future for mankind”, in which China 

undertakes an active role as responsible global actor. The third strand 

emphasizes China’s success in dealing with the epidemic thanks to its 

technological prowess, in line with Xi Jinping’s ambition to see China at the 

forefront of innovation. The fourth trajectory aims at undermining criticism of the 

government’s management of the outbreak, including Beijing’s systematic efforts 

to debunk the idea that the virus originated in a lab in Wuhan, an idea which has 

found fertile ground in Italy.  

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of this campaign remains questionable. 

Recent polls show an increase in favourable views of China among Italians in 

comparison to 2019. However, it is too soon to say whether this is a durable 

change. It is also difficult to ascertain the degree to which the media campaign 

66%

6%

22%

6%

Chinese narrative on social media

Solidarity-aid

International unity

Chinese success

Debunk anti-China

narrative

https://www.instagram.com/ambcina/
https://www.instagram.com/ambcina/
https://www.propublica.org/article/how-china-built-a-twitter-propaganda-machine-then-let-it-loose-on-coronavirus?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axioschina&stream=china
https://thediplomat.com/2017/11/a-community-of-shared-future-one-short-phrase-for-un-one-big-victory-for-china/
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conducted by China has played a role in such a change, or whether this trend is 

the indirect result of the growing dissatisfaction with traditional partners, most 

notably the EU, which was apparent before the pandemic. Moreover, it must be 

considered that Italians are not the sole target of such campaigns; some contents 

are also thought to be targeted at the domestic audience in China as well as the 

Chinese diaspora. 

Italy’s political reaction 

While preferences at the societal level are hard to define, the views of Italian 

political parties appear unchanged. The Five Star Movement, the party most 

positive about China, has retained its position. Luigi Di Maio, former leader of the 

Movement and staunch supporter of the BRI MoU, has actively promoted 

engagement with China for the acceptance of aid. He tried to capitalise on the 

moment and attempted to give a new shine to the MoU.4 Moreover, recent 

declarations from other prominent party members seems to suggest that the Five 

star Movement is increasingly consolidating its utilitarian position in favour of 

China, to be used also as leverage against the EU. 

The right and the centre-right have remained China-sceptic and have at 

times used the Five Star Movement’s proximity to China to pressure the 

government. Matteo Salvini (Lega) shared a 2015 video by Italy’s state television 

RAI, which documented China’s work at the Wuhan lab, claiming that this was 

somehow evidence of the artificial origin of the coronavirus. He stated that: “if 

China knew of the virus, it should then be prosecuted for crimes against 

humanity”. Antonio Tajani, vice-president of the European Parliament and a 

leading figure within Silvio Berlusconi’s Forza Italia party, has declared that 

solidarity cannot be used to promote the BRI and sneak in deals concerning Italy’s 

strategic infrastructure.  

The centre-left Democratic Party (PD) has welcomed Chinese support but 

has made a strong point of Italy’s allegiance to the EU and NATO.  The PD has 

been the only major party in Italy that has tried to counter the narrative that 

other countries, China included, are providing Italy with more help than its EU 

partners. 

The issue of the potential strategic goals of Chinese aid has been widely 

discussed in Italian media, and generally there is agreement on the necessity to 

mitigate propaganda efforts. To date, the government has actively responded to 

some of the most pressing concerns by strengthening mechanisms to defend 

___________ 

4. Di Maio declared that “those who laughed at us on the Belt and Road Initiative, now must admit 

that investing in this friendship has allowed us to save lives in Italy”. 

https://twitter.com/SpokespersonCHN/status/1239041044580188162
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/in-edicola/articoli/2020/04/19/litalia-deve-dire-no-al-mes-senza-di-noi-la-ue-si-scioglie/5774896/
https://www.adnkronos.com/fatti/politica/2020/03/26/coronavirus-salvini-cina-sapeva-crimine-contro-umanita_FGXtiR1tB3yPv9LIy313SJ.html?refresh_ce
https://www.adnkronos.com/fatti/politica/2020/03/26/coronavirus-salvini-cina-sapeva-crimine-contro-umanita_FGXtiR1tB3yPv9LIy313SJ.html?refresh_ce
https://www.adnkronos.com/fatti/politica/2020/03/26/coronavirus-salvini-cina-sapeva-crimine-contro-umanita_FGXtiR1tB3yPv9LIy313SJ.html?refresh_ce
https://www.iltempo.it/news-adn-kronos/2020/03/16/news/coronavirus-tajani-solidarieta-cina-non-serva-per-acquistare-nostre-infrastrutture-1296412/
https://www.lastampa.it/esteri/2020/03/25/news/aiuti-cinesi-lite-tra-pd-e-m5s-per-le-parole-di-luigi-di-maio-sbilanciato-no-ringrazia-tutti-1.38635468
https://www.lastampa.it/politica/2020/03/24/news/il-pd-attacca-di-maio-troppo-filo-cinese-1.38633410
file:///C:/Users/Lorenzo/Downloads/
file:///C:/Users/Lorenzo/Downloads/
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Italian enterprises and assets. Another topic of concern is Italy’s potential 

participation in the Health Silk Road. Although it remains unclear what this 

project will look like, the possible sharing of health data with Chinese companies 

has already sparked an intense debate focusing on security concerns.5 

Last year, one thing that clearly emerged from the discussions regarding the 

signing of the MoU was Italy’s lack of a China strategy. The current situation 

demonstrates that this is still a major strategic weakness that remains to be 

addressed. Overall, the domestic debate on the Italy-China relationship still 

suffers from internal political dynamics that prevent the development of a 

coherent strategic vision. In the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, a strategy 

could have better safeguarded the country from the risks of China’s charm 

offensive, while enabling it still to grasp opportunities such as the reception of 

medical supplies.  

. 

 

___________ 

5. Paolo Formentini (Lega) and Alessandro Alfieri (PD) have brought up issues that might emerge 

from the participation of Huawei and ZTE in the use of cloud technologies in the health sector. At the 

European Parliament, Cinzia Bonfrisco (Lega) has posed a series of Parliamentary Questions over the 

nature of the Health Silk Road to evaluate its strategic nature and the management of European 

citizens’ data. 

https://finanza.repubblica.it/News/2020/03/16/xi_telefona_a_conte_fiducia_nella_vittoria_dellitalia_-217/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/P-9-2020-001768_EN.html


Latvia: Mask Diplomacy  

in Minor Key 

UNA ALEKSANDRA BĒRZIŅA-ČERENKOVA 

LATVIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (LIIA) 

At this point in the Covid-19 crisis, relations between Latvia and China have 

remained limited, constructive, and market-based. The exchanges have not been 

visible in the public and media space. 

Latvian assistance to China 

As the Covid-19 outbreak first developed in China and the city at its epicentre, 

Wuhan, was locked down, it was thought that Latvia would not be affected much. 

From January 2020 reports mainly relied on information from international news 

agencies, with no relation to or risk assessment for Latvia. The reporting on China 

was mostly neutral, with no emphasis on the virus being “Chinese”, but rather 

“from China”. 

Some activities to help the victims in China took place, such as an online 

charity auction organized by the PRC embassy in cooperation with a small scale, 

Latvian-run association, Baltic China Agency for Cooperation of Commerce, 

Culture and Education. The auction took place from 5 to 15 March, but the 

donation of EUR 5190 was later given to Latvia, as the wave of the Covid-19 

outbreak had already begun to subside in China, which reportedly had enough 

supplies. 

Chinese assistance to Latvia 

According to reports from China, a total of 54,000 medical masks were donated 

to Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries on 26 March, including 

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, but this gesture did not gain traction in the local 

media. Another donation of 5,000 masks to the Saeima Group for 

Interparliamentary Relations with China – one of the 40 groups established in the 

national parliament for cooperation with various countries – was publicized by 

the PRC embassy on 8 April, and the donation was later distributed among 

http://hbrb.hebnews.cn/pc/paper/c/202003/31/content_31587.html
https://www.facebook.com/EmbassyofChinainLatvia/?rf=478794649196283
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regional hospitals. The Chinese Ambassador to Latvia, Liang Jianquan, explained 

the gesture as reciprocating an earlier Latvian donation: “at the beginning of the 

Covid-19 epidemic, Latvia provided assistance to China and donated medical 

protective equipment.” Ambassador Liang was likely referring to the donation 

mentioned on the website of the Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 11 

February, whereby “the Latvian government has donated epidemic prevention 

and control materials, including protective clothing, masks, respirators and 

others, to help China contain the coronavirus outbreak.” Again, this event was 

not reported on in the Latvian media. 

Another story, however, did make it to all major news outlets in Latvia. A 

flight in late March by the national airline AirBaltic to Urumqi and back carried 

900,000 face masks and 80,000 respirators from China. While this equipment 

was supplied as part of a commercial transaction, the details and sums have not 

been revealed. The Latvian reports are worded as a praise of AirBaltic and do not 

focus on the context of the exchange and China’s role. A second delivery on April 

10 brought another one million face masks for the National Health Service, and 

an additional, privately organized donation of 10 000 masks from Beijing 

Shengshi Huayi Industries Co., Ltd., was given to the Children’s Hospital. The 

flight was reported to be a cooperation between the Latvian Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and two China-based companies – "AirLink Aviation Services" and a 

logistics operator "Wish Global". 

Latvian officials commented that the purchase was made from PRC-based 

companies due to the fact that large producers of medical protective gear, such 

as Turkey, had imposed export bans. 

An interesting case of information manipulation surrounds a joint order by 

Latvia and Estonia to purchase “1.5 million masks, 30,000 FFP2 respirators, 

20,000 gowns, 5,000 pairs of protective goggles and 500,000 pairs of nitrile 

gloves” from China, which took place in early April. According to Estonian media, 

the delivery was conducted by a Russian logistics company, Volga-Dnepr Airlines, 

which offered the best price, but a picture of the Russian plane was later used in 

Russian media, blurring the message to appear that the equipment was Russian 

humanitarian aid. China has not commented on the situation. 

On 13 March, China organized a video conference with Chinese health 

officials and experts and their counterparts from CEE countries, and, 

interestingly, Malta, which was attended by high-ranking medical officials from 

the Baltic states. According to the participants, the call was mostly dedicated to 

concrete epidemiological steps, rather than politics, although it did contain official 

Chinese messages. Similar video calls were organized with other European 

countries one week later, signalling a certain symbolic, preferential treatment of 

https://www.mfa.gov.lv/paris/aktualitates/844-visas-vestniecibas/kina-lv/vestniecibas-zinas-kina-citas-zinas/65420-latvija-sniedz-palidzibu-cina-pret-koronavirusu
https://jauns.lv/raksts/zinas/380670-foto-no-kinas-uz-latviju-atgadata-pirma-individualo-aizsardzibas-lidzeklu-krava?fbclid=IwAR2p2c5XjU0HLEXIRMq40FtYxX2xg7Tw3AVU0S51uEXdR8H58OaX4Nk2XHY
https://www.delfi.lv/bizness/biznesa_vide/airbaltic-no-kinas-atgadas-vel-vienu-miljonu-sejas-masku.d?id=52041631
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-04/virus-free-turkey-restricts-exports-of-medical-protective-gear
https://news.err.ee/1071881/2-6-million-pieces-of-personal-protective-equipment-arrives-in-estonia
https://novorosinform.org/810341?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.ru%2Fnews
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-03/14/c_138877712.htm
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the CEE region, possibly with the aim to demonstrate it as one of the deliverables 

of the “17+1” format. 

Conclusion: Limited, constructive, market-based 
cooperation so far 

To conclude, certain exchanges have taken place between Latvia and China 

during Covid-19, including charity events, donations, experience exchanges, and 

equipment purchases, but the activities that could serve China’s image have gone 

largely unnoticed in the local media and public discussion. Latvian officials have 

participated in the exchanges, but have not actively publicized them, whereas 

local Chinese diplomats have only been using the official social networks to share 

information about the exchanges, without attacking the local government or 

media. The Latvian government did not use Chinese aid or cooperation in 

procurement to lash out at the EU, nor to underscore any special relationship 

with China. Those involved referred to the cooperation as limited, constructive, 

and market-based. Whether China will push for a better image in the following 

months and capitalize on the examples of cooperation remains to be seen.



Netherlands: Tough questions, 

stronger answers in the face of 

Covid-19 and a more audacious 

China 

TIES DAMS, FRANS-PAUL VAN DER PUTTEN, & MONIKA SIE DHIAN HO 

NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS “CLINGENDAEL” 

Although developments concerning Covid-19 are at peak flux, it is already clear 

that the crisis is reshaping Sino-Dutch relations. 

China in Dutch discourse on Covid-19 

How has “China” – as a subject in popular, political and diplomatic discourse – 

featured in the unfolding of the Dutch Covid-19 crisis? At least three themes can 

be discerned.  

Facemask diplomacy gone awry?   

On the same day in early February that the WHO warned against a “global 

shortage” of protective gear, the Dutch government granted special landing 

rights for a Chinese cargo flight to pick up a large quantity of medical supplies 

bought in the Netherlands. At that time, “we deemed ourselves invulnerable”, a 

Dutch civil servant was quoted as saying. In March, three Chinese state-owned 

airline companies donated facemasks to KLM, part of Air France-KLM, in response 

to the Dutch airline’s donation of medical supplies to China before the crisis hit 

Europe. Private Chinese companies such as Huawei and Alibaba also donated 

facemasks.  

However, shortly thereafter these gestures were overshadowed in the Dutch 

media by the Dutch Ministry of Health’s recall, due to quality concerns, of 600,000 

facemasks it had purchased from Chinese commercial producers. The news came 

at a moment when the Dutch public was realizing the extent to which the country 

depends on foreign suppliers of medical equipment. This resonates beyond the 

https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/februari-de-verloren-maand-in-de-strijd-tegen-het-coronavirus~b09e4c7a8/
https://www.trouw.nl/politiek/ministerie-van-volksgezondheid-moet-halsoverkop-onveilige-chinese-mondkapjes-terughalen~bf32ae12/
https://www.trouw.nl/politiek/ministerie-van-volksgezondheid-moet-halsoverkop-onveilige-chinese-mondkapjes-terughalen~bf32ae12/
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merely medical: Dutch strategic reliance on China for many supply chains had 

already become a hot topic, especially since the publication of the Dutch 

government’s China strategy in May 2019. 

Does China show the way? 

As the crisis in the Netherlands escalated, China’s approach to tackling Covid-19 

– strong state, heavy lockdown, high-tech surveillance – garnered interest from 

Dutch media. It raised questions over the extent to which the Netherlands could 

and should adopt similar measures. In line with the “China-shows-the-way”-

narrative, China has offered technological help in tackling the virus. At the centre 

of the public debate are “Corona apps”, including contact tracing-technologies. A 

great worry for some is the loss of privacy, especially but not only if the 

technology used is Chinese. In these discussions, “China” appears as both Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: as an innovator and example as well as a bogeyman. 

Is China to blame?  

The argument that China is to “blame” for the global Covid-19 crisis, and should 

be held accountable, has also come to the fore, although certainly not as 

prominently as in the US. The issue has appeared in op-ed pages of newspapers, 

where the term “Dood door schuld” (which roughly translates as “negligent 

homicide”) appeared occasionally.  This theme has not played a significant role 

in parliamentary debates. 

Chinese (and US) attempts to influence Dutch  
and European discourse 

China’s official response to Dutch public discourse has proven to be more 

outspoken than it was before – perhaps typical of Chinese diplomacy in the Xi 

Jinping era.  

Facemask-quagmire 

In response to the recall of a batch of facemasks mentioned above, Chinese 

representatives tried to downplay the issue itself. PRC Ambassador to the 

Netherlands Xu Hong tweeted:  

[Minister of Health van Rijn] said some masks purchased from China 

aren’t appropriate for medical staff of ICU, but the Ministry is still looking 

into it. He expressed gratitude to China for its support again, & wish to 

continue our cooperation. 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2019/05/15/nederland-china-een-nieuwe-balans
https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2020/03/30/technologische-hulp-uit-china-is-niet-gratis-a3995326
https://nos.nl/artikel/2331304-minister-de-jonge-stelt-team-samen-om-zelf-app-te-bouwen.html
https://www.nporadio1.nl/nieuwsweekend/onderwerpen/533056-nu-corona-wegtrekt-uit-china-komt-big-brother
https://www.groene.nl/artikel/de-schuld-van-xi
https://www.volkskrant.nl/columns-opinie/opinie-corona-is-made-in-china-maar-maak-van-het-westen-geen-heilig-boontje~b5cb7615/
https://twitter.com/PRCAmbNL/status/1244323642684702726
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Anti-Chinese racism, cartoons and concern  
for Chinese citizens 

A new level to Chinese engagement with Dutch public discourse was provoked 

during Carnival festivities in February. A song that included anti-Chinese racist 

slurs was met with condemnation by 57 Sino-Dutch organizations as being 

“discriminatory and hateful”. The national discrimination hotline received over 

3,000 notifications of anti-Chinese racism, breaking records. Chinese 

Ambassador Xu tweeted in response to the incident by saying: 

Such discrimination is totally unacceptable in any civilized country and 

is a suspected violation of law. Looking forward to the result of 

investigation. 

In a similar fashion, Xu offered a crisp piece of advice to the Dutch 

government, in reference to Danish and German cartoons that, in his eyes, 

pushed the message that the Covid-19-crisis was “made in China”:  

To use this virus to attack one country, one people, is a violation of 

human rights. … The Dutch government has a duty to prevent and punish 

similar publications. A government that argues that publications like that 

fall under the freedom of expression, cannot be taken seriously as a 

guardian of human rights. 

In a phone call with Dutch Prime Minister Rutte, Premier Li Keqiang pledged 

that “China stands ready to facilitate the Netherlands' purchase and 

transportation of medical supplies of urgent need from China.” In return, he 

added, Li “hopes … the Dutch side safeguard the safety and the convenience for 

the living of Chinese citizens, especially Chinese students, in the Netherlands with 

concrete measures.” 

US-China rivalry 

In a newspaper interview, US Ambassador Pete Hoekstra pushed the point that 

China is to blame for the pandemic, and that it is not doing enough to solve the 

crisis. His Chinese counterpart responded by issuing a long letter, published on 

the PRC embassy’s website and various social media outlets, titled “A Kind 

Reminder to Ambassador Hoekstra: Mind Your Proper Duties”, in which he writes: 

Ambassador Hoekstra seems to enjoy slandering China and undermining 

Sino-Dutch relations. This is a fact-based conclusion. We browsed all 

tweets he posted since January, among which more than a dozen are 

vilifying or negatively suggestive to China. 

 

https://nos.nl/artikel/2322431-chinese-gemeenschap-doet-aangifte-wegens-discriminerend-en-haatzaaiend-lied.html
https://twitter.com/PRCAmbNL/status/1226579765655719937
https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/chinese-ambassadeur-over-coronavirus-landen-gebruiken-deze-ramp-als-politiek-wapen-tegen-ons~b61c7f66/
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-04/07/c_138955277.htm
http://nl.china-embassy.org/eng/xwdt/t1765933.htm
http://nl.china-embassy.org/eng/xwdt/t1765933.htm
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Concluding observations 

Before the Covid-19 crisis, public debate on China was increasingly contentious. 

Special attention went out to the protests in Hong Kong, human rights violations 

in Xinjiang and the 5G question. These issues have all but vanished from public 

discourse due to Covid-19. The way that China engages debates concerning anti-

Chinese racism is not wholly novel but has reached a new level of intensity during 

the Covid-19 crisis. Premier Li’s focus on the safety of Chinese citizens in the 

Netherlands may reveal an increasing willingness by China to exert influence 

beyond its own borders in order to protect its citizens. To be sure, the Netherlands 

has now become an arena for Sino-US bickering.  

The Covid-19 crisis shows an increasingly audacious China: eager to show 

leadership and no longer apprehensive to throw mud when provoked. Sino-Dutch 

relations has become a topic that raises fundamental questions about privacy, 

loyalties and strategic autonomy that are far from being answered.  

Remarkably, neither the Netherlands nor any other member state of the 

European Union has brought these issues to the Brussels agenda yet, even 

though the Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs stated in 2019, when the Dutch China 

Strategy was published: ‘Without the European Union we cannot handle China’. 

One factor explaining this is that the Dutch Ministry of Health is in the lead when 

it comes to dealing with the Covid-19 crisis, and this is the least Europeanized 

ministry of all.  

It is clear though that the extreme dependence of the Netherlands and other 

European countries on protective material (e.g. face masks) will trigger a debate 

on the coordination of investments in production of these materials in Europe, 

European strategic autonomy in this regard and European industrial policy. The 

Conclusions of the President of the European Council following the video 

conference of the European leaders on 23 April kicked-off this very important 

strategic debate by stating: “It is of utmost importance to increase the strategic 

autonomy of the Union and produce essential goods in Europe”.

https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2019/05/15/stef-blok-zonder-de-eu-kunnen-we-china-niet-aan-a3960270
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/04/23/conclusions-by-president-charles-michel-following-the-video-conference-with-members-of-the-european-council-on-23-april-2020/


Norway: Crisis highlights 

normality in bilateral relations 

with China 

HANS JØRGEN GÅSEMYR  

NORWEGIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (NUPI) 

Compared to a few years back, when Norway-China relations were still officially 

frozen in relation to the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize being awarded to Liu Xiaobo, the 

Covid-19 crisis points to a different situation. Norway now appears to be among 

China’s more steady and ordinary relationships in Europe. 

Appreciating Chinese assistance 

Back in early February 2020, when the new coronavirus was still largely contained 

to China, Norway was reportedly still considering what material to give the 

Chinese to help with their domestic epidemic. In many ways, this would be very 

natural, considering that Norway still maintains a regular development aid 

portfolio for China and that health has long been considered an area ripe for more 

bilateral cooperation. However, a few weeks later, Norway has itself entered crisis 

mode in mid-March, battling an uncontrolled spread of the virus, and facing 

shortages in medical supplies. Badly prepared for a pandemic, Norwegian 

authorities started scrambling for equipment, pursuing new imports, and 

responding positively to China’s offers of help. 

Although sometimes raised, China-related issues have not dominated 

discussions concerning the pandemic in Norway. The primary catalyst of early 

virus spread in Norway was neither Chinese nor people flying in from China, but 

Norwegian ski tourists returning from their winter holidays in Italy and Austria. 

Chinese assistance to Norway has been substantial and has been publicly noted. 

Chinese diplomatic efforts have stirred some, but comparatively speaking 

relatively little, attention or controversy. The following are the main 

developments and observations so far. 

https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/vQKq1j/norge-ville-sende-utstyr-til-kina-foer-de-oppdaget-egne-utstyrsmangler
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/zwbd_673032/wshd_673034/t1738342.shtml
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/zwbd_673032/wshd_673034/t1738342.shtml
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Norwegian national and local health authorities have pursued many 

international avenues for securing protective gear and other medical equipment. 

From the outset of the crisis and the strict measures introduced in Norway in the 

middle of March, Norwegian politicians and officials have pointed to China as a 

place where production of relevant equipment has been restarted, thus 

representing a valuable source of new supplies. The Chinese embassy in Norway 

indicated in the media in late March that Norway, due to its relatively high 

infection rate, would be among the countries being prioritized for allocation of 

equipment. The Norwegian Health Minister and other government 

representatives have expressed gratitude on several occasions. Many have, 

however, also noted that the reliance on suppliers and value chains highly 

concentrated in one country is something to reconsider in coming years. 

Norway has received several shipments of Chinese products relevant for 

managing the Covid-19 crisis. Some deliveries have built on already established 

channels for trade, some new arrangements have been initiated or facilitated by 

private entrepreneurs, and several new contracts for equipment from China to 

Norwegian health institutions have been reported. Deliveries also include 

donations. Oslo received a donation of protective masks and suits from its sister 

city Shanghai, and the Jack Ma Foundation and the Alibaba Foundation have also 

provided shipment of protective masks. Norwegian authorities have expressed 

gratitude, also promising that some of the donations will be accounted and 

compensated for in Norway’s own outgoing international aid, meaning some of 

this may also benefit other countries.  

Diversified debate 

Public debate around China’s role has been diverse. Some health professionals, 

other observers and researchers and have emphasized the effectiveness of 

Chinese control measures and its contributions to international health, some also 

arguing Norway should learn from China. Others have remained more critical. 

Norwegian media commentators have repeatedly questioned the reliability of 

China’s official information and problematized its responses, also discussing 

Chinese diplomacy and the public relations and social media activity that have 

been reported internationally. At one occasion, the Chinese embassy stepped in 

with a written public response, defending Chinese positions. It accused a 

Norwegian newspaper editor of appearing racist when, in an article on the news 

site Nettavisen, he stated that China has to carry the blame for not preventing 

the early spread of the virus. The embassy’s letter pointed to uncertainties 

concerning the actual origin of the new coronavirus, repeating claims similar to 

those made by Chinese representatives in other international contexts. On 

another occasion, the Chinese embassy posted comments on Facebook, 

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/statsministerens-innledning-pa-pressemote-om-korona-viruset/id2693618/
https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/statsministerens-innledning-pa-pressemote-om-korona-viruset/id2693618/
https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/kina-sier-de-vil-prioritere-norge/72306195
https://www.nrk.no/nordland/korona_-na-har-forste-leveranse-med-smittevernutstyr-fra-kina-ankommet-norge---stephen-fu-er-lettet-1.14967916
https://www.aftenposten.no/norge/i/Jo5Wob/ny-forsendelse-med-smittevernutstyr-har-ankommet-norge
https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/e8o9n4/100000-aandedrettsmasker-er-flydd-inn-til-norge
http://www.chinese-embassy.no/eng/zjsg_2/sgxw/t1769782.htm
https://www.dn.no/helse/koronaviruset/jack-ma/kinas-rikeste-mann-donerte-smittevernutstyr-til-norge/2-1-783321
https://www.dn.no/helse/koronaviruset/jack-ma/kinas-rikeste-mann-donerte-smittevernutstyr-til-norge/2-1-783321
https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/GGLPo6/kinas-rolle-i-det-internasjonale-samarbeidet
https://www.nrk.no/ytring/vi-trenger-ikke-finne-opp-hjulet-pa-nytt_-vi-trenger-a-laere-fra-asia-1.14955839
https://www.dagbladet.no/kultur/hyllesten-av-kina-lukter-vondt/72289474
https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/wPGR55/coronaen-forstyrrer-verdensorden
https://www.vg.no/nyheter/meninger/i/wPGR55/coronaen-forstyrrer-verdensorden
https://www.dn.no/etterbors/henrik-hiim/mener-kinas-refs-av-aftenposten-er-del-av-en-trend-opplever-at-de-er-i-en-konflikt-med-usa-om-narrativet/2-1-785777
http://www.chinese-embassy.no/eng/zjsg_2/sgxw/t1762069.htm
https://www.nettavisen.no/nyheter/kina-ma-betale-for-koronavirusets-fatale-spredning-og-dodsfall-over-hele-verden/3423942631.html
https://www.facebook.com/ChinaInNorway/photos/a.122015795948633/155060749310804/?type=1&theater
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responding  to and naming one of two journalists behind an article in the 

newspaper Aftenposten, which had reported on quality issues with some Chinese 

equipment shipped to crisis struck countries. The embassy’s post included 

information pertaining to specific issues in several countries.  

Norwegian journalists and commentators have also raised questions about 

the role of the World Health Organization (WHO) and its relations to China. 

Norwegian ministers and national health officials have largely responded by 

expressing confidence in the WHO, also announcing new support to further 

strengthen its work. Without referencing any other country, the Norwegian Prime 

Minster reiterated support for the WHO and the UN system in an appearance 

during the 18 March “One World: Together at Home” digital concert. Moreover, 

the Health Minister and other officials have in televised press briefings denied 

having any information showing China is deliberately misreporting on Covid-19 

to the WHO. Nevertheless, Trine Skei Grande, the leader of the Liberal Party, 

which is represented in the coalition government, expressed strong disbelief in 

both China’s official reporting and in its authoritarian politics and crisis measures 

in a newspaper op-ed in early April. As she recently resigned from her ministerial 

position and returned to her seat in Parliament, also announcing her intent to 

step down as party leader, it is not immediately clear how much her statement 

is to be regarded just a matter of personal opinion or also representative of her 

party, which holds four ministerial positions in the government.  

No conclusive corona-effect on relations 

In conclusion, China-related issues are certainly part of the discussion around the 

Covid-19 crisis in Norway. Still, these issues appear less hotly debated than 

seems to be the case in some other European countries. Chinese delivery of 

supplies has been debated in a largely positive context and Chinese diplomacy 

has not appeared extraordinarily active, with the exceptions noted above. So far, 

the coronavirus crisis does not seem to push bilateral relations in any distinct 

direction. There has certainly been discussion around China and the situation in 

Xinjiang and Hong Kong, the conflictual Swedish-Chinese relations, Chinese 

investments and reported intelligence activity in Norway in recent months, some 

of it related to Norwegian security authorities issuing their annual reports earlier 

this year. But it is so far difficult to see the Covid-19 crisis influencing these 

debates in significant or substantive ways. That may of course change, depending 

on how the crisis unfolds in other areas of the world and how China and other 

countries respond. For now, the extraordinary Covid-19 crisis highlights the 

normal and steady nature of Norway-China relations, at a time when tensions 

seem to be rising between China and several European states.

https://www.aftenposten.no/verden/i/y3d38g/helsepersonellet-jublet-over-verneutstyret-fra-kina-da-de-tok-paa-seg-maskene-forsto-de-at-noe-var-galt
https://www.aftenposten.no/verden/i/y3d38g/helsepersonellet-jublet-over-verneutstyret-fra-kina-da-de-tok-paa-seg-maskene-forsto-de-at-noe-var-galt
https://www.dn.no/globalt/verdens-helseorganisasjon/who/donald-trump/kronikk-hellige-kuer-og-slemme-ulver/2-1-792288
https://edition.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/04/08/erna-solberg-amanpour-norway-coronavirus-world-health-organization.cnn
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/norway-supports-efforts-to-combat-coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak/id2690617/
https://www.dagbladet.no/kjendis/overrasket-i-stjernespekket-sending/72375454
https://www.dn.no/innlegg/koronaviruset/politikk/internasjonal-politikk/innlegg-vi-kan-lare-av-koronakrisen-men-ikke-av-diktaturer/2-1-786724


Poland: Mutual “charm 

offensive” with China amid 

Covid-19  

JUSTYNA SZCZUDLIK 

POLISH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (PISM) 

Poland has used its political contacts with China and some goodwill gestures to 

ensure the purchase of medical equipment needed to combat the coronavirus. 

Warsaw is communicating that the pandemic necessitates broad international 

cooperation - with allies, within the EU and with other countries, such as the PRC. 

As a result, Polish authorities are restrained in criticism of China’s initial reaction 

to the first cases of the new coronavirus.   

Poland’s goodwill gestures to China 

When Covid-19 was spreading in China, Poland’s reaction was twofold – political 

and practical assistance. On 3 February, Polish President Andrzej Duda sent a 

sympathy letter to Xi Jinping. He praised Chinese efforts in fighting the virus and 

protecting people. Duda highlighted Beijing’s quick and decisive reaction, as well 

as the efficient organization of relevant medical services, which helped check the 

spread of the disease and thus saved many lives, both in China and other 

countries. There was also a concert held in Warsaw titled “Solidarity with Wuhan” 

organized by a private economic organization with the support of the Polish 

Olympic Committee to express sympathy with people and medical staff in Wuhan 

and Hubei province. 

Apart from political appreciation, Poland also offered practical assistance at 

that time. A few Polish private companies sold medical equipment, such as 

surgical marks, goggles, and protective suits to China. The Marshall of the Polish 

Sejm, the lower house of parliament, also met with the Chinese ambassador on 

19 February, and informed him of the donation of a consignment of thousands of 

surgical face masks to China. 

https://www.prezydent.pl/aktualnosci/wypowiedzi-prezydenta-rp/inne/art,1291,depesza-do-przewodniczacego-chinskiej-republiki-ludowej.html
https://www.prezydent.pl/aktualnosci/wypowiedzi-prezydenta-rp/inne/art,1291,depesza-do-przewodniczacego-chinskiej-republiki-ludowej.html
http://filharmonia.pl/koncerty-i-bilety/repertuar/koncert-solidarni-z-wuhan
http://sejm.gov.pl/Sejm9.nsf/komunikat.xsp?documentId=F3EE37A1F7EDA364C12585130051ED36
http://sejm.gov.pl/Sejm9.nsf/komunikat.xsp?documentId=F3EE37A1F7EDA364C12585130051ED36
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China’s “green light” for Poland  

The first case of coronavirus in Poland was confirmed on 4 March. As of late-April, 

there have been more than 11,000 cases and more than 500 fatalities. Due to 

the lack of equipment – mostly protective items for medical staff – Polish 

authorities started to look for those products overseas. On 24 March, President 

Duda spoke with his counterpart, Xi Jinping on the phone.  Xi assured him of a 

green light for Poland to purchase medical goods from China. There were also 

conversations between the Polish and Chinese prime ministers, ministers of 

foreign affairs and the Chinese ambassador to Poland about the supply of 

equipment and sharing experience in combating the virus.  

As a result, China’s support to Poland has included both non-commercial and 

commercial supplies. Donations include: 10,000 tests kits, 20,000 N-95 masks, 

5,000 protective suits, 5,000 medical goggles, 10,000 disposable medical gloves 

and 10,000 shoe covers. While Poland has purchased masks, goggles, protective 

suits, etc. from China. At the government’s request the products have been 

bought by state-owned companies, such as the oil and gas companies Orlen and 

Lotos, and handed over to the Material Reserves Agency - a state institution 

responsible for creating and maintaining strategic reserves in case of emergency. 

The first cargo aircraft from China landed in Warsaw on 26 March. It is hard to 

assess the exact amount, but the Ministry of State Assets - responsible for these 

supplies - has announced that as of 14 April, 29 airplanes with 580 tonnes of 

Chinese medical equipment had arrived in Poland. Also, private companies and 

foundations have purchased those products in China and then donated them to 

hospitals.   

Further, several Polish local governments have cooperated with Chinese 

regions and cities and asked them to provide medical supplies and to share their 

experience in the form of video conferences, which have taken place (and were 

different from the 17+1 videoconference initiated by China about pandemic in 

which Polish side participated as well). So far, there has been no information 

about problems with the quality of China’s medical products in Poland. However, 

recently one of the Polish daily newspapers suggested that masks from China do 

have fake certificates. 

China’s coronavirus “charm offensive” 

Chinese authorities have been very active in coronavirus public diplomacy in 

Poland. The main actors are the Chinese embassy in Warsaw and the Chinese 

ambassador himself. There are at least two channels for this campaign: the 

Twitter and Facebook accounts of the embassy and the ambassador, and the 

latter’s public appearances. The ambassador has given interviews in the Polish 

https://www.prezydent.pl/aktualnosci/wydarzenia/art,1717,rozmowa--prezydentem-chinskiej-republiki-ludowej-.html
https://www.prezydent.pl/aktualnosci/wydarzenia/art,1717,rozmowa--prezydentem-chinskiej-republiki-ludowej-.html
https://www.gov.pl/web/dyplomacja/rozmowa-ministra-jacka-czaputowicza-z-ambasadorem-chrl-w-warszawie
https://twitter.com/LOTdoDomu/status/1250120537256402950
https://twitter.com/LOTdoDomu/status/1250120537256402950
https://tulodz.pl/,,wladze-lodzi-prosza-o-pomoc-chinskie-miasta-partnerskie,sl,226&image=1
https://twitter.com/karolprzywara/status/1242427509070794752
https://wroclaw.wyborcza.pl/wroclaw/7,35771,25890303,kghm-kupil-maseczki-z-lewym-certyfikatem-nie-wiadomo-czy-chronia.html?_ga=2.185573801.1044031774.1579465662-647638510.1545826209
http://pl.china-embassy.org/pol/sghd_1/t1741579.htm
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press, expressed his views in the media, and held one press conference in the 

Chinese embassy in February.  

With regard to China’s messages and tone, one may highlight the following 

themes: China’s prompt reaction to a new disease, thus suggesting no missteps 

and cover-up of the first infections; Xi Jinping as the mastermind behind Beijing’s 

success; Xi’s efforts are praised domestically (i.e. Chinese citizens trust their 

authorities) and abroad (by the WHO and foreign scientists); China is helping the 

world and this assistance is being pursued in the spirit of a “community of shared 

future for mankind”. Although there is no explicit reference to the superiority of 

China’s model, the ambassador argued in February that “relying on the merits of 

the Chinese system (…) the Chinese government will certainly (…) overcome the 

epidemic soon”. 

A significant part of Beijing’s public diplomacy efforts has been harsh 

criticism of those who blame China for withholding information about the virus. 

The Chinese ambassador accused those people of using cold war thinking and 

presented infographics underscoring China’s prompt reactions to the initial 

coronavirus cases. 

A rather positive perception in Poland  
of China’s endeavors  

It seems that there is a rather positive perception of Chinese efforts in Poland. 

The best example is the aforementioned tone of Polish officials’ statements and 

remarks. Similar views have been presented by Polish medical specialists, mainly 

epidemiologists and virologists. Medical experts who appear in Polish media to 

comment on the pandemic often use Chinese examples such as the Hubei 

lockdown or experimental methods of curing the infected people as an 

appropriate response to the spread of the virus. What is more, there is a lot of 

information in traditional and social media about China’s donation of medical 

supplies. In that sense, Polish public opinion (or probably also bots responsible 

for disinformation) has adopted the Chinese narrative about the prevalence of 

humanitarian aid, which somehow distorts the reality.  

A different perception is presented by media, commentators and experts on 

China, as well as other people active in social media. They focus mostly on a 

delayed Chinese reaction to the initial outbreak, China’s ongoing disinformation 

campaign about Covid-19, and the prompt assistance for Poland provided by 

other Asian partners, such as South Korea and Taiwan. There are also signals 

from the Polish authorities that the lack of medical equipment and upcoming 

economic crisis may lead Poland to pay more attention to domestic production of 

related items to avoid overdependence on other countries, such as China. 

https://wiadomosci.onet.pl/opinie/koronawirus-ambasador-chin-nie-nalezy-dyskredytowac-naszej-pomocy-w-walce-z-epidemia/nhl46xx
http://pl.china-embassy.org/pol/sghd_1/t1743714.htm
http://pl.china-embassy.org/pol/sghd_1/t1743714.htm
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbPoland/status/1247806891494764548
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Context and consequences 

Despite Poland’s tougher approach towards China, noticeable since 2017, the 

growing cases of infections and shortage of medical equipment led Polish 

authorities to cooperate more closely with Beijing. Bearing in mind that, in case 

of China, political decisions are crucial for having access to the products 

manufactured in the PRC, Poland had used not only its support for China in 

February but also political contacts based on the strategic partnership between 

two countries.  

Despite Poland’s close ties with the US, whose president pursues a 

confrontational policy towards China, and the fact that Polish authorities are 

cautious with the PRC, Poland has still kept channels open to cooperation with 

Beijing. Poland is signaling that in times of pandemic there is a need for broad 

international cooperation, with allies, within the EU and with other countries like 

China.



Portugal: “Everything is 

worthwhile, if the soul is not 

small” – relations with China 

amid Covid-19 

CARLOS RODRIGUES  

UNIVERSITY OF AVEIRO 

Chinese donations of medical and personal protection equipment have earned 

particular public attention in Portugal. China’s assistance, despite the ‘China 

virus’ labelling and criticism over how the initial outbreak was concealed, is being 

judged against a perceived lack of solidarity from the EU.  

Chinese medical assistance to Portugal 

The Portuguese media has reported daily on the arrival to the country of tonnes 

of medical and personal protection equipment shipped from China. Although far 

from the EUR 75 million of medical goods and equipment the Portuguese national 

and local governments have purchased from Chinese suppliers,1 donations made 

by individuals and companies (which amount to millions of masks, thousands of 

testing kits, surgical gloves, protective medical ware, safety eyewear, and 

hundreds of ventilators) raised particular attention in the media and public 

opinion. 

Underlying the impressive record are a plethora of agents, modalities, and 

motivations. Among the most remarkable are: 

 Chinese companies with interests in Portugal, for instance the state-

owned China Three Gorges (the main shareholder of EDP, the major 

Portuguese energy supplier) and the private, global, China-based 

conglomerate Fosun (owner of major private healthcare services and 

insurance companies in Portugal and the main shareholder of the 

Portuguese bank Millenium BCP). According to a Fosun’s press release, 

___________ 

1. From March 1 to April 6. 

https://www.lusa.pt/article/3h5QXIeXmbaExj7wF3jFiDMSZM5iuSI1/corre%C3%A7%C3%A3o-covid-19-fosun-traz-da-china-milhares-de-m%C3%A1scaras-e-testes-para-o-sns
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with this donation, the company “reasserts its strategic commitment to 

Portugal”. The Jack Ma Foundation and the Alibaba Foundation have also 

donated masks, screening and diagnostic tests, and protective clothing, 

with high-profile involvement of Portuguese diplomatic bodies; 

 The governments of cities such as Shanghai and Shenyang, donating 

equipment to twinned Portuguese cities, respectively Oporto and Braga, 

in a somehow unprecedented expression of the twinning agreements; 

 ISCTE/IUL, a Lisbon-based public university, served as an intermediary 

to deliver medical equipment to the Portuguese NHS, which had been 

donated by Lin Weifang, both a PhD student at the university and head 

of the Chinese SOE Meheco Guangdong Pharma Ltd.; 

 Further donations have come from the Chinese community in Portugal 

(which had mobilized supplies for Hubei), the Portuguese community in 

Macau, and real-estate mogul Ming Xu (who also used her clout to 
secure donations from Tencent Holdings).  

Framing cooperation amid Covid-19 

Chinese official discourse has emphasised the longstanding friendship uniting the 

two countries as the main factor underpinning the great assistance China is 

providing to Portugal. During a personal call to his Portuguese counterpart, 

António Santos Silva, China’s Minister of Foreign Affairs Wang Yi cited the 

strategic partnership as an additional reason. The Chinese ambassador in Lisbon, 

Cai Run, in turn confirmed the “genuine friendship between the two peoples”. 

The diplomat, referring to the ‘moral’ support offered by Portugal, avowed that 

China “will never forget the positive evaluation, persistent understanding and 

firm support Portugal gave to the Chinese efforts to fight the COVID 19 epidemic 

outbreak”. In this context, Beijing has provided assistance to the Portuguese 

government by facilitating its business interaction with the Chinese market for 

medical and personal protective equipment, as well as alleviating the 

bureaucratic burden inherent to these market operations.  

Meanwhile, as expected, the role China is playing in supplying Portugal with 

important resources to fight Covid-19 has been widely disseminated by the 

Portuguese media. The “quantitative” dimension is the dominant perspective in 

the news, that is, the impressive imagery of planes landing on Portuguese 

runways to unload tonnes of crucial equipment arriving from China. Any attempt 

at setting a more holistic debate on the subject becomes overshadowed by the 

crude fact that China, whatever its motivation, is underpinning the most visible 

dynamics of international solidarity with Portugal.  

In this context, the idea that China is replacing the EU as a source of 

solidarity, namely with southern EU countries, has clearly gained ground in 

Portuguese public opinion. This, despite the stigmatisation brought by the ‘China 

https://jornaleconomico.sapo.pt/en/noticias/fundacao-alibaba-e-jack-ma-doam-mascaras-testes-e-roupas-de-protecao-a-portugal-568186
https://www.iscte-iul.pt/noticias/1619/iscte-entrega-sns-mascaras-doadas-lin-weifang
https://www.dn.pt/pais/chegam-avioes-da-china-com-mascaras-testes-e-ventiladores-pagos-pela-comunidade-chinesa-12013090.html?fbclid=IwAR2e16Mk8QfNxg9GASm6zVNNNu-T9uQktLL9zA1z1E1oaFvuQHZE6Bn2qVE
https://jornaleconomico.sapo.pt/en/noticias/covid-19-portugueses-em-macau-arrecadam-12-mil-euros-em-menos-de-48-horas-para-ajudar-portugal-566154
https://jornaleconomico.sapo.pt/en/noticias/covid-19-portugueses-em-macau-arrecadam-12-mil-euros-em-menos-de-48-horas-para-ajudar-portugal-566154
https://expresso.pt/sociedade/2020-04-04-Covid-19-Empresaria-chinesa-oferece-46-milhoes-de-euros-em-equipamento-a-Portugal-1
https://www.slbenfica.pt/en-us/agora/noticias/2020/03/11/clube-benfica-exemplo-incentivo-forca-china-face-ao-covid-19-video
https://www.dn.pt/opiniao/opiniao-dn/convidados/no-aperto-do-perigo-conhece-se-o-amigo-combate-conjunto-china-portugal-a-epidemia-11973914.html
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virus’ label, as well as the backlash from the way China initially dealt with the 

virus’ outbreak. China’s ability to effectively convey solidarity is also being voiced 

by influential political analysts in the national media. The indecisive stance and 

scant action by the EU have left many in Portugal with a sense of déjà vu following 

the austerity saga of the financial crisis of 2008, namely regarding the bloc’s 

North-South divide. This has left a void for China to fill. Nevertheless, it is hard 

to identify any sign of instrumentalization of the ‘China factor’ in domestic politics. 

The ‘silence’ across the political spectrum was only disturbed by the criticisms of 

the left-wing parties, namely the Communist Party and the Left Bloc, towards EU 

inertia, as compared to China’s action. 

Decreasing the dependence on imports  
from a single country… 

Strong bilateral relations between China and Portugal are unlikely to change due 

to the eventual impact of the pandemic surge. Nonetheless, the Portuguese Prime 

Minister Antonio Costa has pointed out that the Covid-19 crisis made clear the 

need to reinvent the country’s productive structure in order to ensure a shorter, 

closer and safer supply chain and diminish the dependence on imports from a 

single country, i.e., China. Mr. Costa’s brief words are brand new in Portuguese 

political discourse concerning Portugal’s trade relations with China. At the same 

time, he explained the need to avoid the EU “to be contaminated by the division 

virus” . 

The perceived failure of a solidarity in Europe, once again, is undermining 

the possibility of looking at the EU as a whole, acting together in order to 

overcome a new crisis. The EU, so far, has been unable to compete in Portugal 

with the ‘courtesy’ (using the terming of Chinese donors) expressed through the 

words written by Fernando Pessoa, a celebrated Portuguese poet, that could be 

read in Portuguese (Tudo vale a pena, se a alma não é pequena) and Chinese (

海国一尺绮, 愿赠万里春), on the boxes lying on Lisbon’s airport tarmac, after being 

unloaded from the Airbus that flew from Shanghai to the Portuguese capital 

carrying tonnes of donated personal protection and medical devices. “Everything 

is worthwhile, if the soul is not small.” 

https://sicnoticias.pt/especiais/coronavirus/2020-03-22-Luis-Marques-Mendes-acusa-Uniao-Europeia-de-falta-de-apoio-a-Italia
https://www.lusa.pt/article/ZkPq2KPaOHJYqLd04xIUPTMSZM5iuSI1/portugal-europe-will-have-to-reinvent-its-productive-organisation-pm
https://rr.sapo.pt/2020/04/04/pais/antonio-costa-europa-nao-se-deve-deixar-contaminar-pelo-virus-da-divisao/noticia/187894/


Romania: China’s actions  

amid Covid-19 generate 

contradictory opinions 

IULIA MONICA OEHLER-ȘINCAI 

INSTITUTE FOR WORLD ECONOMY, ROMANIAN ACADEMY 

The novel coronavirus pandemic has once again put Sino-Romanian relations to 

the test. The Romanian Ministry of Health considers the Chinese approach to 

Covid-19 as the “gold standard” and Romanian authorities have emphasised 

cooperation, while responding to overdependence. By contrast, China is far from 

being a model to follow for other voices in the country, including the US 

ambassador and some Romanian language international online media. The roles 

played by the US and NATO in general are highly appreciated in Romania, 

therefore their criticism of China continues to directly influence China’s image.  

Sino-Romanian cooperation against the Covid-19 
pandemic 

The EU and China have been working together since the beginning of the 

outbreak. Romania was not among the countries to contribute to the supply of 

medical and personal protective equipment to China in February or to benefit 

from subsequent donations from China by means of the EU Civil Protection 

Mechanism. However, there are several significant active cooperation channels 

between Romania and China.  

 China’s embassy in Romania has been a dynamic actor. For instance, it 

organized the participation of the Romanian authorities at the 17+1 video 

conference on 13 March, in order to share information on preventing and 

controlling the pandemic. The Chinese ambassador, Jiang Yu, along with 

representatives of the Chinese enterprises in Romania and the local Chinese 

community, donated medical materials to the Bucharest City Hall on 21 March. 

The ambassador offered epidemic prevention materials on behalf of the local 

authorities of China’s Gansu province to its twin county Alba on 3 April. On that 

occasion it was announced that more than 10 provinces and cities in China were 

http://www.ms.ro/2020/03/19/precizare-ministerul-sanatatii/
http://ro.china-embassy.org/rom/dsxxnew/dshdnew/t1760349.html
http://ro.china-embassy.org/rom/dsxxnew/dshdnew/t1766985.html
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actively preparing medical supplies to donate to their twin cities in Romania, 

which underlines that cooperation is also strong at local levels.   

 Moreover, Romania has access to medical and personal protective 

equipment purchased from China. However, it is worth noting that intermediaries 

and not the Romanian authorities have direct contact with Chinese providers. 

Procurement is made by the pharmaceutical distributor Unifarm SA, a state-

owned company subordinated to the Ministry of Health. In the communications 

by the Ministry of Internal Affairs via its Strategic Communication Group, no 

details about the purchase prices of equipment are included, nor about the 

intermediary suppliers from China, Turkey, South Korea etc. 

 For the month of April, 13 flights from China were planned, operated by 

different airlines. The first one, operated by the state-owned company TAROM, 

took place on 3 April. That was described by the Romanian embassy in Beijing 

on its Facebook page as a sort of resumption of direct flights, even if it was a full 

cargo transport, taking into account that TAROM interrupted its passenger flights 

to China 17 years ago due to another epidemic. The general focus of the news 

was not on the source of medical supplies, but on the Romanian airlines operating 

the flights. The second TAROM transport was financed through the Romanian 

“Donate for the first line” campaign.  

 However, such actions have been less intensely publicized by the 

Romanian mass media, as compared to the transport operations from South 

Korea by NATO, for instance: “NATO again helps Romania to bring from South 

Korea the medical equipment needed to combat the Covid-19 epidemic… 

Transportation costs are borne by the United States”. 

Perceptions of Chinese “mask diplomacy”  
in Romania 

In general, Romanian mass media offers balanced and well-argued news related 

to China’s role in combating the Covid-19 pandemic. Others, such as the US 

government-funded Radio Free Europe Romania, are extremely active in 

highlighting Chinese propaganda behind its “mask diplomacy”. Romanian 

authorities tend to underline the need to cooperate with China but at the same 

time to respond to overdependency on China. Romanian companies’ reprofiling 

in order to support the health system is intensely encouraged.  

  

http://romanian.cri.cn/381/2020/04/16/1s209181.htm
https://www.mai.gov.ro/?s=grupul+de+comunicare
https://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-coronavirus-23799309-antonov-124-bucuresti-romania-produse-medicale-china.htm
https://www.facebook.com/beijing.mae.ro/
https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/sanatate/un-al-treilea-transport-aerian-cu-echipamente-medicale-din-coreea-de-sud-asteptat-sa-ajunga-in-romania-1288285
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/propaganda-chineza-diplomatia-mastilor-investitii-chineze/30536765.html
https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/economie/popescu-o-parte-din-industriile-din-china-se-vor-reloca-in-europa-si-nu-trebuie-sa-pierdem-acest-tren-1292186
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/ministrul-economiei-romarm-va-produce-echipamente-medicale-/30505758.html
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 The 17+1 video conference  

A video conference attended by China and 17 CEE nations of the 17+1 

cooperation platform took place on 13 March. The main message of the Chinese 

experts was the following: if requested, China is ready to assist the CEE countries. 

In the Romanian mass media, only very few articles were published about that 

event but a controversy broke out. Victor Ponta, a former Romanian premier, a 

vocal supporter of strong Sino-Romanian ties and currently the leader of the new 

Romanian political party (in opposition) Pro Romania, argued that the Romanian  

government was not interested in the experience gained by China in the fight 

against the new coronavirus and in material support, but instead the crisis 

stimulated “smart guys” to get rich (companies profiting from the ongoing crisis 

by buying low and selling extremely high). In reply, the Ministry of Health 

formulated a clarification, emphasizing that Romania appreciated the openness 

of the Chinese side, considered the Chinese approach to Covid-19 as the “gold 

standard” and reiterated that there was permanent collaboration between the 

two countries.  

Romania, the arena of US-China diplomatic conflict 

Several countries, including the US, blame China for the global contagion, and 

this narrative has been used by Adrian Zuckerman, the US ambassador in 

Romania. Free Europe published his editorial, in which he accused China of 

“misinformation” and “lack of transparency”. In a letter published in response, 

China’s embassy in Romania immediately rejected the criticism by arguing that 

China had actively contributed to the fight against the global epidemic and was 

willing to continue working with the international community, including the US, 

to maintain global public health security.  

Finally, it should be reiterated that China has offered its assistance to all 

countries worldwide, including CEE. Romania has not directly requested China’s 

help, such as direct purchases of medical and personal protective equipment at 

reasonable prices. In contrast to a number of other European countries, there 

has been no phone conversation between the presidents or premiers of the two 

countries. In general, US representatives and some Romanian-language 

international online media have criticized China, but Romanian authorities have 

emphasized the need for cooperation with China even while rejecting any 

overdependency. 

 

http://www.chinaembassy.se/eng/fyrth/t1755093.htm
http://romanian.cri.cn/341/2020/03/14/1s208554.htm
https://www.caleaeuropeana.ro/autoritatile-din-china-vor-avea-vineri-o-videoconferinta-cu-omologii-din-romania-si-alte-state-din-europa-centrala-si-de-est-pentru-combaterea-pandemiei-de-coronavirus/
https://www.caleaeuropeana.ro/autoritatile-din-china-vor-avea-vineri-o-videoconferinta-cu-omologii-din-romania-si-alte-state-din-europa-centrala-si-de-est-pentru-combaterea-pandemiei-de-coronavirus/
http://www.ms.ro/2020/03/19/precizare-ministerul-sanatatii/
https://www.stiripesurse.ro/victor-ponta-noi-detalii-despre-tensiunile-romania-china-ce-se-intamplat-la-videoconferinta-oficiala_1442477.html
http://www.ms.ro/2020/03/19/precizare-ministerul-sanatatii/
https://www.qmagazine.ro/romania-terenul-unui-conflict-diplomatic-americano-chinez/
https://thediplomat.com/2020/04/china-and-eastern-europe-in-the-covid-19-era/
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/editorial-ambasador-sua-adrian-zuckerman-china-originea-covid-19/30499277.html
https://www.caleaeuropeana.ro/covid-19-ambasada-chinei-la-bucuresti-respinge-criticile-ambasadorului-sua-in-romania-adrian-zuckerman-suntem-dispusi-sa-colaboram-in-continuare-cu-comunitatea-internationala-inclusiv-cu-statele-un/


Slovakia: Changing views of 

China during the Covid-19 

pandemic 

RICHARD Q. TURCSÁNYI & MATEJ ŠIMALČÍK  

CENTRAL EUROPEAN INSTITUTE OF ASIAN STUDIES (CEIAS) 

Slovakia has so far been one of the more successful EU states in dealing with the 

Covid-19 pandemic, perhaps due to strict measures implemented early on. The 

delicate situation has brought China to the forefront of public discourse as 

probably never before. To some extent, we can observe accelerated polarization 

of views among politicians and the general public, oscillating between seeing 

China as a source of the problem and the main provider of help. 

Slovakia has so far avoided the worst 

Compared to most European countries, Slovakia has (as of mid-April) coped 

comparatively well with Covid-19, keeping the numbers of infected cases and 

resulting deaths low. This can likely be attributed to the swift response by the 

authorities, who were among the first in Europe to issue lockdown orders. 

Slovakia (together with the Czech Republic) was also one of the first countries in 

Europe to adopt the general and compulsory wearing of face masks (including 

signature home-made ones). It is also noteworthy that the virus started 

spreading at the time when Slovakia was just changing government. While the 

initial response (including the lockdown) was conducted by an outgoing 

leadership, the new government was sworn in on 21 March 2020, amid the crisis. 

Public opinion amid China’s medical supplies 

One of the most interesting news items related to China was a public opinion 

survey conducted by Focus on 25 and 26 March, which found that China was seen 

as providing the most help in fighting the virus – altogether more than 67% of 

respondents saw China as helping “a lot” or “somewhat”, while less than 9% held 

this view about Germany, and only 22% about the EU. The second most help, 

https://dennikn.sk/1830536/fakty-vs-dojmy-ako-slovensku-realne-pomahaju-rusko-cina-a-europska-unia/
https://dennikn.sk/1830536/fakty-vs-dojmy-ako-slovensku-realne-pomahaju-rusko-cina-a-europska-unia/
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according to about 45% of the respondents, was provided by the Czech Republic, 

followed in third by Russia with about 25% (ironically, no help from Russia was 

actually noted by the MFA). 

These numbers might have been the result of the public welcoming of 

Chinese supplies of medical equipment when (outgoing) Prime Minister Pellegrini, 

together with the Minister of Interior, personally inspected the supplies at the 

airport and posed for a photo inside the aircraft full of boxes purchased from 

China. There were no more welcoming parties arranged by the new government 

or other high-level figures, although the Chinese embassy organized at least one 

more event at the airport when further donations of supplies arrived (the highest-

ranked Slovak official present was the Secretary-General of the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, the third highest-ranked official at the ministry).  

It is difficult to estimate the exact ratio between sales and donations of 

medical equipment from China, but it can be estimated that the vast majority of 

the Chinese supplies were sold on a commercial basis, while there were confirmed 

cases of aid as well, for instance from the city of Cangzhou (Hebei) and the Sino-

Czech-Slovak Friendship Farm (also located in Cangzhou). The gift was presented 

as a reciprocal gesture after supplies were provided by a Slovak businessman 

with commercial interests in Cangzhou, back in February. Interestingly, while the 

supply to Cangzhou was a commercial sale, the supply from Cangzhou to Slovakia 

was presented as a donation. Another notable donation to Slovakia was made by 

Shanghai within the framework of its partnership with Bratislava. Several other 

Slovak cities and regions have partnerships with Chinese counterparts which, 

however, have lain dormant through the crisis. 

Battle of narratives 

The Chinese embassy’s social media accounts were used to spread disinformation 

about the origin of the virus, pushing a narrative that purported the origin of the 

virus was in the United States and subsequently introduced to China by the US 

military. Despite the low following of these accounts, local politicians such as 

former PM Robert Fico and MP Ľuboš Blaha (both from the previously governing 

SMER-SD party) picked up these narratives. According to Fico and Blaha, Slovakia 

should not have been criticizing China, but rather expressing gratitude for China’s 

willingness to sell medical supplies to Slovakia.  

The Chinese embassy also decried an article that appeared in a Slovak 

newspaper Hospodárske noviny, which noted China’s lack of transparency and 

the untrustworthy nature of the Chinese data on infection cases and mortality. It 

also objected to the newspaper using an image of the Chinese flag in connection 

with the report on Covid-19. The embassy’s letter was published only in the 

https://slovensko.hnonline.sk/2115396-zasielku-skontroloval-aj-premier-ako-to-vyzeralo-v-utrobach-specialu-ktory-priviezol-milion-rusok
https://dennikn.sk/1843337/na-slovensko-leti-cinsky-dar-respiratorov-a-rusok-ktory-posluzi-aj-propagande/
https://dennikn.sk/1843337/na-slovensko-leti-cinsky-dar-respiratorov-a-rusok-ktory-posluzi-aj-propagande/
https://www.postoj.sk/51415/lietadlo-z-ciny-ktore-prislo-pre-pomoc-v-suvislosti-s-koronavirusom-odletelo
https://dennikn.sk/1843337/na-slovensko-leti-cinsky-dar-respiratorov-a-rusok-ktory-posluzi-aj-propagande/
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbSVK/status/1241057201772539915
https://dennikn.sk/1825057/fico-karhal-matovica-ze-nelichoti-cine-a-konspiroval-ze-za-epidemiami-su-biznisove-zaujmy/
https://www.facebook.com/LBlaha/posts/2581833862055177?__tn__=K-R
https://twitter.com/FilipSebok/status/1241849234095247360?s=20
http://sk.china-embassy.org/chn/sgxx/dongtai1/t1758420.htm
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Chinese language, which suggests that its main purpose was to serve in China’s 

domestic propaganda and propaganda aimed at the local Chinese diaspora. 

The Slovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs publicly decried disinformation spread 

from China and Russia and called for a more effective combating of the 

“infodemic” which spread along with the Covid-19 pandemic. As a response to 

China’s activities, pro-Western figures in Slovakia started emphasizing the role 

of the EU and highlighting the fact that the virus originated in China and spread 

due to the Communist Party’s mismanagement, cover-up, and, according to 

some, due to “generally bad hygiene standards in China”. Some even went as far 

as referring to the virus as the “Chinese virus” (or even “Chinese plague”), 

including the new Deputy Minister of Environment and several public intellectuals. 

The public discussion in liberal circles also responded negatively to the fact 

that the boxes of Chinese supplies had ‘poetic’ messages about the Slovak-China 

friendship in the “rainy days”1, which have been perceived  as Chinese 

propaganda. It has also been reported that in January and February, the Chinese 

community in Slovakia engaged in collecting and shipping medical equipment to 

China. The article framed these activities as being organized by the Communist 

Party of China, but overall this was not presented explicitly as a problem. In both 

instances, one can notice much less charged public discussion than in the 

neighbouring Czech Republic, where this kind of news has attracted major 

headlines and is extensively discussed by media and politicians. 

Overall, one can notice that the representatives of the new government 

sworn in during the pandemic have followed a more critical approach toward 

China than the figures of the previous government. At the same time, the first 

public opinion survey shows relatively positive public response toward Chinese 

help. Thus, the Covid-19 crisis might contribute to a polarization of Slovak 

attitudes toward China. 

___________ 

1. “In good and in bad, in wind or in rain, China and Slovakia will always be helping each other.”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXYxsQNKG8s&t=630s&fbclid=IwAR3ihmGWZ4-XlyJ-xH5qmPAsgV9mXtaVv8PBY5U4sVCGSp26_EvCGQcf8KY
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10219462533928004&set=a.10209443570900190&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10220796060361009&set=a.1198519052797&type=3&theater
https://dennikn.sk/1843337/na-slovensko-leti-cinsky-dar-respiratorov-a-rusok-ktory-posluzi-aj-propagande/
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/778955/cinania-zhanali-ruska-a-respiratory-aj-na-slovensku-prebehli-najmenej-dve-zbierky


Spain: A necessary partnership 

with China in battling Covid-19 

MARIO ESTEBAN & UGO ARMANINI 

ELCANO ROYAL INSTITUTE 

The Covid-19 crisis has highlighted the importance of China-Spain cooperation. 

When the crisis started in China, the Spanish Prime Minister and the Head of 

State delivered messages of solidarity to China and were quite sympathetic 

towards the concerns of the Chinese government, proactively rejecting any 

stigmatization of Chinese communities in Spain and explicitly supporting China’s 

‘effective’ management of the epidemic. Spain also sent material support with 

two shipments of medical supplies at the end of February and early March. 

When the centre of the pandemic moved to Europe, China reciprocated by 

supporting Spain at different levels. China’s central and local governments such 

as Fujian, Gansu, and Nanning made several medical equipment donations. The 

most significant Chinese public donation came from the central government and 

was comprised of 834 diagnostic kits, 50,000 masks, and 40,000 other individual 

protection items. Donations from Chinese companies were even higher: Alibaba 

and Huawei – both with a significant presence in Spain – donated 500,000 and 

one million masks respectively and received public praise from Spanish national 

leaders. Chinese communities in China and in Spain also donated medical 

equipment to Spanish citizens and institutions. At the same time, China has 

established itself as Spain’s essential supplier of medical equipment. So far, 

bilateral commercial contracts have reached more than EUR 726 million, including 

EUR 628 million in purchases by the Spanish central government, and EUR 35 

and EUR 23 million by the regional governments of Catalonia and Madrid. 

Chinese public diplomacy in action 

Chinese diplomacy in Spain has been very proactive in framing a counter-

narrative and promoting a positive image of the regime with an emphasis on a 

“transparent”, quick, and effective crisis management by the Chinese 

government as acknowledged by international organizations such as the World 

Health Organization (WHO) or the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

https://twitter.com/sanchezcastejon/status/1224756296022482946
http://www.exteriores.gob.es/Embajadas/PEKIN/es/Noticias/Paginas/Articulos/20190403_dele_esp.aspx
http://www.exteriores.gob.es/Embajadas/PEKIN/es/Noticias/Paginas/Articulos/20190403_dele_esp.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/Britishembassymadrid/videos/env%C3%ADo-de-material-m%C3%A9dico-de-reino-unido-y-espa%C3%B1a-a-wuhan/514729786112711/
http://spanish.xinhuanet.com/2020-03/25/c_138913408.htm
https://www.eldiario.es/cantabria/ultima-hora/region-china-Fujian-Cantabria-mascarillas_0_1008949516.html
https://www.navarra.es/es/noticias/2020/03/31/el-hospital-reina-sofia-de-tudela-recibe-51.000-unidades-de-proteccion-sanitaria-donadas-por-la-region-china-de-gansu
https://www.murcia.com/noticias/2020/04/02-el-ayuntamiento-recibe-un-cargamento-de-4000-mascarillas-quirurgicas-enviadas-desde-la-ciudad-china-de-nanning.asp
https://twitter.com/chinaembesp/status/1241780367952162818
https://elpais.com/espana/2020-03-20/las-empresa-alibaba-dona-a-espana-medio-millon-de-mascarillas-gracias-al-apoyo-del-rey.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/vida/20200321/474286925142/presidente-huawei-dona-espana-millon-mascarillas.html
https://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/presidente/intervenciones/Paginas/2020/prsp28032020.aspx
https://www.lavanguardia.com/vida/20200329/48158533532/material-avion-china-barcelona-mascarillas.html
https://elpais.com/espana/madrid/2020-03-22/madrid-gasta-233-millones-de-euros-en-comprar-material-sanitario-en-china.html
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1232603242988789760
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1232603242988789760
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1244897331201409025
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A review of posts on Twitter by the Chinese embassy in Spain and the 

Chinese consulate in Barcelona from February to mid-April 2020, suggests that 

Chinese public diplomacy in Spain has experienced two stages. This was also 

evidenced by two interviews – 24 February and 17 March – of Yao Fei, Chargé 

d'Affaires of the Chinese embassy in Madrid,1 in one of Spain’s most listened-to 

radio morning shows.  

Until mid-March, when the epidemic was spreading in China, Chinese 

public diplomacy endorsed a ‘defensive’ stance, which turned more assertive once 

the epidemic was brought under control in China and continued spreading in 

Europe. During the first phase, the Chinese embassy in Spain sought to prevent 

the stigmatization of the Chinese diaspora,2 deflect criticism against the 

management of the crisis by the Chinese government, and the approval of 

measures that restricted communications with China. The Chinese narrative also 

tried to dismiss the Chinese origin of Covid-19, its link with the consumption of 

wild animals in poorly unregulated wet markets,3 and the lack of transparency in 

the early days and weeks of the epidemic.4 

In the second phase, Chinese public diplomacy promoted its views on the 

effectiveness of the PRC government’s crisis management and its contribution to 

curbing the pandemic both through domestic measures and foreign assistance. 

China projected itself as a top scientific and medical power capable of developing 

and producing state-of-the-art vaccines, medicines, health protocols and medical 

equipment.5 Its greater confidence also translated into a more substantial media 

coverage of high-level exchanges with Spanish authorities namely the Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Arancha González Laya, Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez, and 

Spain’s Head of State, King Felipe VI. This went in hand with the promotion of 

___________ 

1. At that time Yao Fei was the highest-ranking Chinese diplomat in Spain as ambassador Wu Haitao 

had not yet arrived in Madrid.  

2. Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 29 January 2020; “Debemos trabajar juntos para combatir 

la epidemia”, People's Daily, 6 February 2020; Gu Xin, “Vlogger español defiende a China contra 

maliciosos cibernautas”, People's Daily, 6 February 2020; Khadija Bousmaha, “La Embajada de China 

critica la discriminación a su población en España: ‘A nuestros hijos les llaman coronavirus’”, 20 

Minutos, 4 February 2020.  

3. Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 28 February 2020; Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 

28 February 2020. 

4. Between 11 February 2020 and 23 February 2020 the Chinese embassy in Spain published 40 

reports on the epidemic of COVID-19 in China on its twitter account. 

5. Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 5 April 2020; Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 2 April 

2020; Embassy of the in Spain, Twitter, 31 April 2020. 

http://www.china.org.cn/world/Off_the_Wire/2020-03/16/content_75817649.htm
http://www.china.org.cn/world/Off_the_Wire/2020-03/16/content_75817649.htm
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1222484265163743232
http://spanish.peopledaily.com.cn/n3/2020/0206/c31619-9654853.html
http://spanish.peopledaily.com.cn/n3/2020/0206/c31614-9654930.html
https://www.20minutos.es/noticia/4140902/0/embajada-china-racismo-coronavirus-no-tiene-pasaporte/
https://www.20minutos.es/noticia/4140902/0/embajada-china-racismo-coronavirus-no-tiene-pasaporte/
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1233392179676110848
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1233392171816030209
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1227200676402470913
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1242043834047004672
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1246726939982868481
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1245655528593707008
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1244949854272524288
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core concepts of Chinese diplomacy such as ‘mutual benefit’ or the ‘Community 

of shared future for mankind’.6 

Regarding the concerns expressed by the European External Action 

Service (EEAS) about Chinese disinformation on COVID-19, on March 20 the 

official Twitter account of the Chinese embassy in Spain forwarded a message 

from Hua Chunying, spokeswoman of the Chinese Foreign Ministry, which 

generated confusion about the origin and spread of Covid-19 from the United 

States. However, Chinese diplomacy in Spain has not explicitly advocated the 

advantages of a Chinese model over those of other countries, or explicitly 

discredited the European Union nor Spain's traditional allies. Rather, it has 

informed about various joint initiatives conducted between China and these 

actors, including the United States, to combat the coronavirus.7 

China's role in the coronavirus crisis:  
Views from Spain 

Chinese assistance, cooperation, and experience have been positively regarded 

by Spain’s Head of Government and Head of State but never rated above those 

of other countries. Nor have they been used to criticize third-countries 

management of the crisis, be it at home or abroad. 

As for the controversies over the quality of some medical supplies 

purchased in China, mainly rapid diagnostic tests, and the motivations of Chinese 

assistance to Spain, the Spanish government has adopted a conciliatory attitude. 

In an interview for the CGTN program The Point, for instance,  Spain’s foreign 

minister, Arancha González Laya, explained that China and Spain are countries 

that help each other in times of need and that “in exercising generosity [China] 

projects soft power [like any other country]”. She also acknowledged that the 

malfunctioning coronavirus testing kits were bought through a Spanish 

contractor, not through direct agreements with Chinese authorities and that the 

issue had been solved with a new shipment of kits. 

___________ 

6. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, “Xi Jinping Envía Mensaje de 

Condolencias al Rey de España, Felipe VI por el Brote de la Epidemia de COVID-19 en España”, 21 

March 2020; Embassy of the PRC in Spain, “Ganar Resueltamente la Batalla contra la Epidemia y 

Promover la Construcción de la Comunidad de Futuro Compartido de la Humanidad”, 4 April 2020 

7. Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 13 April 2020; Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 6 April 

2020; Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 5 April 2020; Embassy of the PRC in Spain, Twitter, 27 

March 2020. 

 

https://euvsdisinfo.eu/eeas-special-report-update-short-assessment-of-narratives-and-disinformation-around-the-covid-19-pandemic/
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1241052218935128068
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1241052218935128068
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fG-Yko75Q4Y
http://www.exteriores.gob.es/Embajadas/PEKIN/es/Noticias/Paginas/Articulos/20190403_dele_esp.aspx
https://elpais.com/sociedad/2020-03-27/la-empresa-china-cambiara-los-340000-test-defectuosos-por-otro-modelo-de-prueba-rapida.html
https://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/serviciosdeprensa/notasprensa/presidencia/Paginas/2020/260320-covid-test.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVZYUsydduc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVZYUsydduc
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/esp/zxxx/t1760077.shtml
http://es.china-embassy.org/esp/zxgx/t1752052.htm
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1249732421999788032
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1247177258319609856
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1246769726640054277
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbEsp/status/1243477955243884545
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Likewise, although Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez himself stated that “it is 

as important and as necessary to buy abroad as to be self-sufficient and buy 

domestically”, and whereas the difficulties in purchasing healthcare equipment 

and materials in China’s overcrowded market have been acknowledged, there 

have been no publicized concerns by Spanish authorities about overdependence 

on China. But there are internal discussions on this issue within the public 

administration and many Spanish companies and it remains to be seen how it 

will be addressed in the medium term. 

In Spain, the strongest criticism of the Chinese government’s 

management of the coronavirus crisis arises from two sectors. On the one hand, 

non-governmental organizations that consider Covid-19 within the context of 

their causes, be they press freedom, wildlife preservation, or human rights 

protection. On the other hand, conservative and liberal politicians and media 

groups critical of the Spanish government have not only condemned domestic 

measures in China, but also China’s cooperation with Spain.8 Among the most 

critical political leaders, several high-level members of Vox9 and, to a lesser 

extent, of the Popular Party,10 have referred to the Covid-19 as the “damned 

Chinese virus’”, the “21st century plague”, the “Chinese plague”, and have 

described the Chinese market as a total “bazaar” while spreading conspiracy 

theories about the origin of Covid-19. 

Implications for bilateral relations 

Faced with the threat of the coronavirus, Spanish authorities have followed a 

diversified foreign policy and defended multilateralism as the most effective way 

to deal with this crisis. This suggests they will continue to bet on maintaining 

close relations with China. Moreover, China has stood out in this context as the 

most significant provider of medical equipment and supplies for Spain. In 

addition, Spanish authorities consider that this crisis should strengthen 

multilateralism which will require the active participation of China. This is in line 

with Spanish public opinion which identifies China as Spain’s second preferred 

ally outside the EU (Figure 1). 

___________ 

8. Alberto Rojas, “Un Chernobyl en Wuhan”, El Mundo, 9 April 2020; David Alandete, “Estados Unidos 

pone a Sánchez como ejemplo de lo que no hay que hacer”, ABC, 9 April 2020; Mar Llera, “Pekín 

ofrece ayuda sanitaria a España contra el coronavirus virus pero, ¿a qué precio?”, El Confidencial, 23 

March 2020; Mario Noya, “China es culpable”, Libertad Digital, 22 March 2020  

9. Vox is a far right-wing populist party with connection with the American “alt-right” that holds the 

third biggest number of seats in the Spanish parliament. 

10. The popular party is a mainstream right-wing party that has alternate in office with the Spanish 

Socialist Worker´s Party since 1982. 

https://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/presidente/intervenciones/Paginas/2020/prsp28032020.aspx
https://www.rsf-es.org/news/china-coronavirus-si-la-prensa-china-fuera-libre-el-coronavirus-no-seria-una-pandemia-sostiene-rsf/
https://www.wwf.es/informate/actualidad/?53300/Apoyamos-la-prohibicion-temporal-de-China-de-comercializar-animales-silvestres--por-sospecha-de-vinculo-con-el-coronavirus
https://www.es.amnesty.org/en-que-estamos/blog/historia/articulo/coronavirus-por-que-no-hay-que-hacerle-la-ola-a-china/
https://www.elindependiente.com/politica/2020/03/14/el-polemico-video-de-ortega-smith-en-cuarentena-recuperandose-de-los-malditos-virus-chinos/
https://twitter.com/Desayunos_tve/status/1249600688302313472
https://twitter.com/Rafa_Hernando/status/1247457954552516608
https://www.antena3.com/noticias/espana/isabel-diaz-ayuso-comprar-en-china-material-para-el-coronavirus-es-como-un-mercado-persa_202003255e7b6e9e4626fc0001c0da36.html
https://twitter.com/FMartinezVidal_/status/1244766515355885570
https://twitter.com/FMartinezVidal_/status/1244766515355885570
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/how-covid19-threat-can-revive-multilateralism-by-arancha-gonzalez-2020-04
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/how-covid19-threat-can-revive-multilateralism-by-arancha-gonzalez-2020-04
https://www.elmundo.es/internacional/2020/04/09/5e8f8233fc6c8367198b45df.html
https://www.abc.es/sociedad/abci-estados-unidos-pone-sanchez-como-ejemplo-no-hacer-202004082127_noticia.html
https://blogs.elconfidencial.com/mundo/tribuna-internacional/2020-03-21/china-ayuda-espana-covid19-pero-a-que-precio_2487643/
https://www.libertaddigital.com/opinion/mario-noya/china-es-culpable-coronavirus-li-wenliang-wuhan-covid-19-virus-chino-90292/
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Figure 1: Spanish Public views of preferred allies outside the EU 

 

* Weighted index = (%First x 1) + (%Second x 0,66) + (%Third x 0,33). 

Source: Barómetro del Real Instituto Elcano (BRIE) nº41 (2020): 17. 

Nevertheless, it is far from clear at this point whether this crisis will 

strengthen bilateral relations in the way the Chinese government wishes. The 

press release by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the talks between 

Pedro Sánchez and Xi Jinping on 17 March stated that: ‘it is believed that, 

following the epidemic, relations between the two countries will develop even 

further’. This will probably depend on three issues. First is how Spanish 

authorities will assess the impact that a further rapprochement with China might 

have on Spain’s relations with its traditional allies. Even if the reaction of some 

of them has been quite slow and disappointing, there is no appetite inside the 

Spanish Socialist Worker´s Party to lean further toward China at the expense of 

the EU or NATO. The second issue relates to how Spanish authorities and 

companies decide to balance concerns about overreliance on Chinese suppliers, 

particularly in sensitive sectors like medical equipment or 5G infrastructure. Third 

is the evolution of Spanish domestic politics. Multiple statements by leaders of 

Vox, for instance, suggest that privileged relations with China would no longer be 

a state policy if this party were to be part of the Spanish central government. 
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http://www.realinstitutoelcano.org/wps/portal/rielcano_es/encuesta?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/elcano/elcano_es/barometro/oleadabrie41
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/esp/zxxx/t1757669.shtml
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/esp/zxxx/t1757669.shtml


Sweden: Not quite friends  

in need with China 

amid the Covid-19 crisis 

BJÖRN JERDÉN1  

THE SWEDISH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (UI) 

When the Covid-19 epidemic struck Wuhan in early 2020, it came after four years 

of a steadily worsening diplomatic relationship between Sweden and China. So 

far, the coronavirus emergency seems to have created no impetus for mending 

ties. China’s initial cover-up and international publicity efforts have further 

strengthened already widespread suspicions of the country in Sweden. The 

Chinese embassy in Stockholm has continued its sustained campaign against 

public voices that do not follow the official PRC view on issues it regards as 

sensitive. Moreover, Chinese Communist Party media has criticized Sweden’s 

distinctively liberal approach to the pandemic – an article which the Swedish side 

described as part of a “global disinformation pandemic”.  

Material support and cooperation 

Due to a lack of surplus medical protective equipment, Sweden was not able to 

contribute to a joint EU delivery to China in February. China’s embassy has stated 

its willingness to facilitate Swedish purchases of medical supplies from China. 

Reports suggest that several Swedish actors have bought much needed medical 

equipment from China during the pandemic. However, the author has not been 

able to find information on its size relative to purchases from other countries. 

Moreover, there are no reports on donations of supplies from the Chinese 

government to Sweden.  

___________ 

1 The author thanks Oscar Shao for his research assistance 

https://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=83&artikel=7403664
http://www.chinaembassy.se/eng/sgxw/t1759040.htm
https://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=161&artikel=7446991
https://www.svt.se/nyheter/lokalt/sodertalje/flygplan-fran-kina-kommer-lastat-med-skyddsutrustning
https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/4qexWV/ett-plan-kommer-lastat--med-munskydd-fran-kina
https://t.co/2gCgYKr0Q2?amp=1
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Chinese criticism of Sweden’s response  
to the pandemic 

Sweden has adopted a distinctive approach to fight the pandemic, where physical 

distancing is to be achieved primarily by recommendations from civil servants at 

the Public Health Agency, rather than laws and regulations issued by the cabinet 

and legislature. Critics, including major international media and the US president 

Donald Trump, have described this as a dangerously laissez-faire strategy.  

On 13 March, the Global Times – a nationalist daily ultimately owned by the 

Chinese Communist Party – published an editorial highly critical of Sweden’s 

approach, demanding that “The international community, especially the 

European Union, should severely condemn Sweden’s surrender to the virus”. 

Foreign minister Ann Linde responded that, “International cooperation is needed 

to solve the situation the world is now facing. … polemics don’t help”. When asked 

by Swedish media, a spokesperson at China's foreign ministry declined to 

comment on Sweden's approach to the coronavirus outbreak and emphasized the 

need for global cooperation. In an op-ed on March 24, Sweden's Minister for 

Defense, Peter Hultqvist, described the Global Times article as part of a an 

“international information war”. Prior to the pandemic Hultqvist had also criticized 

China in straightforward terms.  

Swedish views on China’s response to the pandemic 

Starting in early 2018, China’s embassy in Sweden repeatedly targeted 

individuals and organizations for views that contradict official Chinese positions 

on contentious issues. The campaign has since extended to opinions on China’s 

management of the Covid-19 pandemic.  

In a phone call with Linde on March 20, China’s ambassador Gui Congyou 

criticized local media’s coverage of the outbreak in China, and asked the Swedish 

government to “explicitly oppose any actions that politicize the epidemic, label 

the virus and stigmatize China.” Linde’s press secretary told media that, “The 

Foreign Minister has been clear about not engaging in polemics in these times, 

but has emphasized that the freedom of expression is constitutionally protected 

in Sweden”. 

Partly due to Sweden’s administrative tradition of independent government 

agencies, the Public Health Agency has taken on key responsibilities in 

responding to the pandemic. On 13 February, Sweden’s State Epidemiologist, 

Anders Tegnell, sought to tone down suspicions that China was concealing the 

real number of infected persons, saying “I think we should calm down and wait 

for the WHO's assessment, they are the ones who have direct contact with 

http://news.sina.com.cn/w/2020-03-13/doc-iimxxstf8830379.shtml
https://www.expressen.se/nyheter/donald-trump-utlyser-nodlage-i-usa/
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/t1756582.shtml.
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/t1756582.shtml.
https://www.aftonbladet.se/debatt/a/awEwnM/inga-planer-att-satta-stockholm-i-karantan.
https://www.government.se/speeches/2017/05/speech-by-minister-for-defence-peter-hultqvist-on-northern-european-security/
https://www.ui.se/butiken/uis-publikationer/ui-brief/2019/chinas-propaganda-campaign-in-sweden-20182019/
http://www.chinaembassy.se/eng/sgxw/t1757242.htm;
http://www.chinaembassy.se/eng/sgxw/t1757242.htm;
http://www.chinaembassy.se/eng/sgxw/t1759256.htm
http://www.chinaembassy.se/eng/sgxw/t1759040.htm.
https://www.expressen.se/nyheter/kinas-nya-angrepp-i-samtal-med-ann-linde/
https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/0n7QwA/tegnell-tror-inte-att-kina-morkar.
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China”. In mid-February, the agency’s Director General, Johan Carlson, 

questioned the restrictions against travelers from China implemented by the US 

and Russia. On March 3, Tegnell said that, “It’s possible that China, through its 

drastic measures, has saved the world from a serious problem.” On April 8, 

however, he lamented that the failure of the WHO – and thus indirectly, China – 

to provide anti-body tests from Wuhan complicated Sweden’s efforts to get a 

good understanding of the virus.  

The Chinese government’s response to the crisis has received little praise 

from media and politicians in Sweden. Repeated themes in the public discussion 

instead include the initial cover-up of the spread in Wuhan, Chinese 

disinformation about the pandemic, Taiwan’s exclusion from the WHO, and 

worries that China and other non-democracies are taking advantage of the crisis 

to push their agendas. Moreover, there have been demands to speed up planned 

national legislation for investment screening, in order to prevent Chinese actors 

from buying up Swedish companies in critical sectors during the looming 

economic crisis. In late April 2020, the Swedish parliament agreed to introduce 

a temporary legislation to stop foreign investments that harm the country's 

security interests. 

The US-China narrative battle coming to Sweden 

On 2 April, the US ambassador to Sweden, Kenneth A Howery, published an op-

ed that criticized China’s initial “cover-up” and attempts to “put the blame on 

others”. In a statement on the Chinese embassy’s webpage, Ambassador Gui 

responded, “My colleagues and I never criticized or smeared the United States in 

Swedish media. The fact that Ambassador of the US Mr. Kenneth Howery accused 

and smeared China … started a very bad precedent.” Since he presented his 

credentials in November 2019, Howery has on several instances criticized various 

Chinese policies in public.

https://www.fokus.se/2020/02/fem-fragor-om-risken-for-pandemi-inreseforbud-inger-falsk-trygghet/
https://www.dn.se/nyheter/sverige/anders-tegnell-sannolikt-inget-vaccin-i-ar/
https://www.svd.se/wuhan-lyfter-restriktioner--ligger-fore-alla-andra
https://www.sydsvenskan.se/2020-03-29/covid-19-pandemin-hade-kunnat-undvikas?redirected=1.
https://www.expressen.se/nyheter/sa-sprids-desinformation-om-viruset-paverkar-negativt/
https://www.expressen.se/nyheter/sa-sprids-desinformation-om-viruset-paverkar-negativt/
https://www.svt.se/nyheter/utrikes/varfor-vill-inte-who-prata-om-taiwan.
https://www.svd.se/med-usa-pa-kna-vill-kina-bli-coronakrisens-vinnare.
https://www.dn.se/ledare/moderaterna-har-ratt-kina-far-inte-shoppa-loss-pa-coronarean/
https://www.aftonbladet.se/debatt/a/g7edxk/kina-ska-inte-fa-kopa-vara-viktiga-foretag
https://www.dn.se/debatt/risk-att-auktoritara-stater-nu-tar-over-svenska-foretag/
https://www.expressen.se/ledare/frammande-makter-ska-inte-kopa-upp-vara-hemligheter/
https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/zGJow9/riksdagen-overens-om-m-forslag-frammande-uppkop-ska-stoppas
https://www.expressen.se/debatt/usas-ambassador-vi-maste-forenas-i-kampen-mot-corona/
http://se.china-embassy.org/eng/sgxw/t1765736.htm.
https://se.usembassy.gov/our-relationship/our-ambassador/ambassador-howerys-speech-at-chalmers-university-of-technology-january-14-2020/
https://www.gp.se/ekonomi/usa-s-ambassad%C3%B6r-om-kinas-investeringar-i-g%C3%B6teborg-det-kan-ni-f%C3%A5-%C3%A5ngra-1.22909257
https://www.svd.se/ryssland-och-kina-skapar-risker-i-arktis/i/utvalt/om/arktis


Switzerland: Covid-19 has not 

altered limited China policy 

debate 

MARKUS HERRMANN, PATRICK RENZ & MICHAEL SETTELEN 

SWISS FORUM ON FOREIGN POLICY (FORAUS) 

Switzerland was hit early by Covid-19 

The novel coronavirus is having a significant impact on Switzerland both in terms 

of health and economic challenges. Bordering with Italy, Switzerland was among 

the earliest countries in Europe to be confronted with the virus. By 26 April, 

Switzerland counted 29,061 confirmed Covid-19 infections and over 1,337 

fatalities. In terms of economic challenges, 1.7 million employees have been 

registered with the national unemployment insurance offering compensation for 

80% of lost income. Unemployment is expected to rise significantly and economic 

output to contract sharply. A V-shape like scenario of economic activity is still 

possible, yet unlikely. Worst case scenarios now include an unemployment rate 

of 7% and drop in GDP by 10% in 2020 vis-à-vis 2019. The Federal Council, 

Switzerland’s executive arm, announced a financial injection of CHF 42 billion for 

short-time work compensation and immediate economic aid. Furthermore, 

companies running into liquidity problems as a result of Covid-19 will be 

supported with CHF 40 billion worth of bridging loans.  

Covid-19 related Sino-Swiss transactions  
are commercial 

The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) is the only Swiss 

government actor that supported the combat of the novel coronavirus within 

China, as well as in neighbouring countries in Asia – mainly through the WHO’s 

China office and its regional office for the Western Pacific. In a press release, the 

SDC explicitly associated its existing efforts in strengthening local capacity for 

management of major epidemics in the region to the Belt and Road Initiative. 

https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-77997.html
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When the crisis reached Switzerland in late February, the Swiss Army Pharmacy1, 

through the Federal Office for Defence Procurement (armasuisse), reached out 

to suppliers in China to procure protection kits and drugs on commercial terms. 

The same was true in the Canton of Zurich, one of several subnational 

procurement initiatives, some of them brokered by private matchmakers. 

Furthermore, in a successful competitive bid, the Swiss government sourced two 

Chinese mask (FFP2) production lines, which were delivered as an intra-company 

shipping of the Chinese mask machine manufacturer to its Swiss subsidiary. As 

a latest development following these transactions, the Chinese Foreign Minister 

Wang Yi pleaded to the Swiss Foreign Minister Ignazio Cassis on 7 April to 

“significantly step up supplies” for ventilator components, as Chinese producers 

face an “impossible” task of expanding supply to meet global demand”. 

Switzerland indeed boasts several leading component manufacturers, but also 

Hamilton Medical, one of Europe’s top three OEMs for ventilators that is also in 

need of these scarce components. It thus remains to be seen how the Swiss 

government – that so far bravely refrained from imposing export restrictions of 

any type – will respond to the request from China’s top diplomat. 

Critical depiction of China’s efforts to change the 
narrative around its role in the pandemic 

The portrayal of the Chinese government in Swiss media in the context of Covid-

19 evolved from its initial cover-up, to the draconian lock-down of Wuhan and 

Hubei, its technology-enabled governance and control capacity to its widely 

broadcast public diplomacy efforts as benefactor to desperate European countries 

such as Italy, Spain or Serbia. Official Chinese representatives in Switzerland 

continually highlighted the substantial efforts China undertook to “buy time” for 

the world and vocally condemned the US travel restrictions for Chinese nationals. 

The PRC embassy in Switzerland used its website to counter articles connecting 

the Chinese government’s actions with the spread of this pandemic. The same 

Swiss media, however, did not miss any occasion to lament, almost deride, the 

EU’s dividedness and inability to display solidarity and to deliver during a crisis. 

Overall, Covid-19 has further cemented the image of an authoritarian China able 

to quickly mobilize resources and impose invasive governance on routines of 

people and businesses. 

___________ 

1. Among other agencies tasked with national supply security in accordance with the National 

Economic Supply Act, and the Ordinance on National Economic Supply. 

https://gd.zh.ch/internet/gesundheitsdirektion/de/aktuell.newsextern.-internet-de-aktuell-news-medienmitteilungen-2020-erste_45_schutzmaterial_45_lieferung_45_fuer_45_zuercher_45_spitaeler_45_in_45_zuerich_45_gelandet.html
https://www.persoenlich.com/medien/chinesischer-botschafter-protestiert
https://www.persoenlich.com/medien/chinesischer-botschafter-protestiert
https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-compilation/20141710/index.html
https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-compilation/20141710/index.html
https://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/20170044/index.html
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Covid-19 not pushing Swiss political debates  
to reflect on the changing “world order” 

Besides deploring the total disappearance of Chinese tourists from Swiss tourist 

hotspots, which is likely to continue in the medium term at least, there is little 

self-reflection on implications from a world with an emboldened China and a 

collapsing multilateralism. Debates about security of supply and overreliance on 

Chinese manufacturing, especially for medical protection equipment, drugs and 

vaccines, happen on the margin only, as most political debates are absorbed with 

domestic questions. The fact that the international press was commending the 

Swiss government’s rapid and unbureaucratic economic policy measures has not 

encouraged those self-reflections either. Further, in contrast to Germany, no 

scepticism has been voiced regarding the potential risk from Chinese take-overs 

of under-valued but economically important Swiss assets during and after this 

crisis. This, as a matter of fact, fits well into the immutable stance of Switzerland’s 

liberal and business elites, who tend to be unwilling to recognize the state-driven 

nature of China’s “socialist market economy” – best manifested in Switzerland’s 

arguably early and non-substantiated granting of the market economy status 

(MES) to China under the WTO in 2007. 

 

https://www.ft.com/content/9ab135d3-f85e-4ca8-9bb4-0e487e134b10
https://www.ft.com/content/9ab135d3-f85e-4ca8-9bb4-0e487e134b10


UK: Sharpening the China Debate 

amid Covid-19 

TIM SUMMERS  

CHATHAM HOUSE 

The impact of Covid-19 on UK-China relations has so far developed in two phases, 

with the dynamics shifting as the centre of attention moved from Hubei to Europe 

and the UK.  

The impact on bilateral interactions first began to be felt in late January. Just 

over a week after the lock down of Wuhan on 23 January, the British government 

organised two evacuation flights for British citizens in Hubei province (on 31 

January and 9 February), and on 4 February advised against all travel to Hubei. 

The British consulates in Wuhan and Chongqing were closed. The UK sent two 

shipments of medical supplies to Wuhan. 

In a phone call with President Xi Jinping on 18 February (several weeks after 

Xi’s calls with French and German leaders), Prime Minister Boris Johnson 

expressed support and – according to the Xinhua readout – admiration for the 

Chinese response to the virus, and the two leaders emphasised cooperation in 

dealing with the crisis. Meanwhile, the Department for International Trade began 

work on support for British businesses affected by the impact on their operations 

in China.  

After the WHO declared a global pandemic on 12 March, the British 

government began to announce drastic measures, having resisted these 

beforehand. London has continued to stress the importance of working with China 

“to help the world improve its capacity to tackle the virus”. With the focus of the 

epidemic moving to Europe, the British Embassy in China has been working to 

source equipment to be sent to the UK, and London has reportedly been looking 

at the Chinese experience of emerging from lockdown. The UK is host to more 

Chinese students than any other European country, and many of these have been 

returning home, making the UK a major source of imported cases into mainland 

China (310 out of 1607 from 48 countries as of 22 April) and Hong Kong (70 

percent of 360 imported cases by early April). In early April the Chinese Embassy 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/coronavirus-and-travel-to-china-foreign-secretarys-statement-4-february-2020
https://huacheng.gz-cmc.com/pages/2020/04/07/9e91e119e2e24913ae5967c7aac71a51.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-call-with-president-xi-of-china-18-february-2020
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-02/19/c_138797580.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-for-uk-businesses
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-takes-drastic-measures-to-tackle-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-speech-in-greenwich-3-february-2020
https://twitter.com/ukinchina
https://www.ft.com/content/68df722d-8e35-412a-8932-6a843d66cca5
http://www.caixin.com/2020-04-23/101546076.html
http://www.caixin.com/2020-04-23/101546076.html
https://news.rthk.hk/rthk/en/component/k2/1519451-20200407.htm
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arranged a charter flight for around 200 Chinese students under 18 to return to 

China from the UK. 

The Chinese government’s profile in the UK has been led – including on social 

media – by its very active Ambassador in London, Liu Xiaoming, and has had two 

broad components. One has been to encourage cooperation and to characterise 

the coronavirus as a common challenge. This has presented an opportunity to 

promote one of the main concepts in China’s global vision, the idea of a “shared 

future for humankind”, which Liu made the theme of a speech at Chatham House 

on 2 March. The Chinese Embassy has also publicised material support for the 

UK, around 17.5 tonnes of medical supplies. The second component of Chinese 

messaging has been more defensive, responding in firm language through the 

media to criticism that Beijing should be blamed for causing the pandemic. Liu 

has also publicly paid tribute to Li Wenliang, the doctor whose case attracted 

plenty of coverage in the UK. 

The debate turns hostile 

Indeed, there was plenty of British reporting of the outbreak in Hubei from late 

January onwards. In late March, however, a new and more hostile element 

emerged as some media ran stories calling for a “reckoning” with Beijing, with 

comment pieces by a number of senior Conservative Party politicians on the same 

theme. The Henry Jackson Society, an advocacy group, published a report on 5 

April calling for legal action to demand China pay USD 4 trillion in “compensation” 

to the G7 for its “failure to adequately report information to the WHO”, suggesting 

“battle” with China over the issue “would be nothing, if not historic”. On 6 April, 

parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee published a short report which accused 

China of “propagating disinformation” and of not keeping the WHO informed 

about the spread of the virus. These views come from voices which have 

consistently been critical of China and of British government engagement with 

Beijing, and will sharpen the UK’s policy debate. The Foreign Secretary 

commented on 16 April that “we can’t have business as usual after this crisis”, 

suggesting that there will be a deeper review of London’s China policy in due 

course.  

For the moment, the net impact of the Covid-19 crisis on China’s image in 

the UK looks to be negative, and views will become more entrenched. Sino-British 

relations are likely to become increasingly contested as responses to the virus in 

the UK exacerbate an existing trend of growing divergence between those who 

argue that China provides opportunities for engagement and those who see China 

primarily as a threat to national security. Those who believe that engagement is 

needed in order to deal with this crisis and any future ones, or that non-state 

https://www.caixinglobal.com/2020-04-01/chinese-embassy-in-uk-charters-flight-for-fleeing-students-101537560.html
http://www.chinese-embassy.org.uk/eng/dshdjjh/t1751448.htm
https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/comment/disperse-lies-with-trust-and-beat-the-virus-with-cooperation-a4409231.html
https://twitter.com/AmbLiuXiaoMing/status/1226307319253917698?s=20
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8163767/Downing-Street-says-China-faces-reckoning-coronavirus.html
https://www.conservativehome.com/platform/2020/03/damian-green-coronavirus-huawei-and-what-to-do-about-china-in-the-long-term.html
https://henryjacksonsociety.org/publications/coronaviruscompensation/
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5801/cmselect/cmfaff/239/23903.htm#_idTextAnchor000
https://www.independent.co.uk/independentpremium/voices/coronavirus-china-cases-deaths-uk-compensation-a9459831.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-britain-china/china-will-have-to-answer-hard-questions-on-coronavirus-outbreak-uk-foreign-minister-idUSKBN21Y2SV
http://www.realinstitutoelcano.org/wps/portal/rielcano_en/publication?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/elcano/elcano_in/publications/etnc-europe-in-the-face-of-us-china-rivalry
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threats are the main ones the UK faces, will find their views challenged by 

growing advocacy of disengagement and even hostility as prominent elements of 

post-Covid-19 British policy debate about China.
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analysts and experts from a selection of European research institutes. It is 
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between China and European countries as well as China and the EU. It facilitates 

regular exchanges among participating researchers with a view to deepening the 
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European countries and China, and the points of convergence and divergence 

among EU member states in order to examine EU-China relations in a realistic 
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inception, is entirely funded by its participating members. The topics treated in 

ETNC reports are proposed, debated and decided upon collectively by its 

members. The views and analysis provided in each chapter are the sole 

responsibility of the signed author or authors and do not in any way represent 

the views of all ETNC members, participating institutes, nor the institutes with 

which the authors themselves are affiliated.
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